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PREFACE

This is the final report on the results of the Enlistment Bonus
Experiment, a national test conducted by the Department of Defense
and the U.S. Army. The experiment originated when Congress passed
the Uniformed Services Pay Act of 1981, which permitted the military
services to pay larger cash bonuses to certain enlistees. At that time
the House/Senate Conference Report directed the Secretary of Defense
to initiate a test of the newly authorized bonuses in order to evaluate
their effects on recruiting. The Rand Corporation's Defense Manpower
"Research Center assisted in the test design and was responsible for
analysis of the results, on behalf of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Force Management and Personnel.
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SUMMARY

The Department of Defense recruits and trains approximately
300,000 new enlistees for military service annually. One of the princi-
pal challenges for defense managers is attracting a sufficient number of
these recruits into critical occupational specialties, within a reasonable
level of recruiting expenditures. This report describes the rcsults of a
nationwide experiment directed by Congress to test a key recruiting
incentive: the cash enlistment bonus.

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

The purpose of the Enlistment Bonus Experiment was to assess the
effects of expanded cash bonuses authorized by Congress to attract
highly qualified young people into military service. Two new bonus
programs were tested in the Army: an increased bonus for a four-year
enlistment, raised from $5000 to $8000; and (2) a new $4000 bonus for
a three-year enlistment. The new bonuses were restricted to high
school graduates with qualifying test scores who enlisted in Army skills
that previously paid the $5000 bonus.

The basic design of the test called for three cells with the following
bonus offerings:

* Cell A (70 percent of the nation): $5000 bonus for a four-year
enlistment (the control program)

* Cell B (15 percent of the nation): $8000 bonus for a four-year
enlistment

* Cell C (15 percent of the nation); $8000 bonus for a four-year
enlistment, or $4000 bonus for a three-year enlistment

Each cell was composed of local areas that were assigned to the cells by
a randomized process, with constraints ensuring that the cells were
well balanced. Balancing variables included factors such as previous
enlistment rates, civilian economic conditions, measures of geographic
location and dispersion, and Army recruiting goals. Each cell thus
made up a representative sample of the nation.

The test was run from July 1982 through June 1984. To monitor
the results, Rand collected monthly data during the test period and a
one-year base period. These data included enlistment rates and factors.,. •that could influence the test outcomes, such as economic conditions,
recruiting resources, and advertising delivery.
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ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Bonuses have three possible effects on different stages of the enlist-
ment process:

"* Market expansion effects: Increases in the total number of peo-
ple joining the Army

"* Skill channeling effects: Shifts in enlistments toward skills wti-
gible for the test bonuses

"* Term of enlistment shifts: Changes in enlistees' choices among
four-year, three-year, and two-year terms of obligated service.

The analysis procedure was designed to quantify each of these effects.
It uses a multivariate, simultaneous equations model that, in effect,
compares year-to-year changes in monthly enlistment totals between
the test and control cells, adjusting for changes in extraneous factors
that could affect the results. This method controls for many types of
influences, such as cross-cell differences in demographic characteristics
or changes over time in national attitudes toward millttary service.

In addition, the model considers effects of recruiter responses to the
bonus changes. For example, if the new bonuses increase the number
of volunteers and goals remain unchanged, recruiters could reduce their
effort and still attain their goals, thus masking the bonus effect. The
model also considers "high.quality" and "low-quality" enlistments sepa-
rately, explicitly incorporating the tradeoff that recruiters face between
activities that tap the high- and low-quality markets. 1 By representing
these phenomena through a series of underlying structural equations,
the model makes it possible to estimate directly the effect of the
bonuses on high-quality enlistments, holding constant all other factors.

RESULTS

The analysis of market expansion effects showed that the B Cell
program (an $8000 bonus for four years) had the potential to produce
4.1 percent more high-quality Army enlistments than did the control
program. That result is statistically significant at the .10 level. In the
case of the C Cell program ($8000 for four years, or $4000 for three
years), the corresponding increase was 5.0 percent, significant at the
.05 level, These estimated effects are based on the analytic model
holding constant all other factors, including economic and recruiting
resource factors and recruiters' level and direction of effort.

'A high-quality enlistee, as defined by the Army, is one who has a high school
diploma and an aptitude test score in the upper half of the yoLth population.
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The analysis revealed much larger bonus effects on enlistees' skill
and term of enlistment choices. We studied these effects by adding
extra equationc to the market expansion model to show (1) the impact
of the test programs on enlistments in test-eligible skills, controlling
for the total number of Army enlistments and (2) the impact of the
programs on the distribution of enlistments among two-, three-, and
four-year terms, controlling for the number of enlistments into those
skills, The resulting estimates are as follows:

[q B Cell. Compared with the A Cell, the B Cell program produced
| 31,7 percent more high-quality enlistments in eligible skills, even

after controlling for the market expansion effect. The program
also shifted enlistees' choices of terms, increasing their rate of
four-year commitments by 1/5.3 percent while reducing three-year
and two-year commitments.

C Cell. The C Cell program produced 41.5 percent more high-
quality enlistments in eligible skills than did the A Cell program,
net of other effects. It also increased the rate of three-year enlist-
merits by 87,4 percent, while maintaining essentially the same
rate of four-year commitments as in the A Cell and reducing
two-year commitments.

The market expansion results are magnified when viewed in con-
junction with the bonuses' simultaneous effects on term of service
choices, The expanded bonuses both attracted more recruits and
lengthened their average term of commitment, Compared with the A
Cell, the test programs increased the total number of man-years obli-
gated to the Army by 8 percent in the B Cell and 8 percent in the C
Cell.

Thus, the experimental results show that bonuses can have substani-
tial effects on recruiting, In addition, bonuses are a very flexible policy
tool, by design. Without altering the fundamental structure or 1ee. I of
military compensation, bonuses can be quickly altered when sho: falls
appear in specific personnel categories. This flexibility, combined with
the large effects of bonuses on skill and term of service choices, indi-
cates that bonuses are a useful option for management of enlistment
flows and for overcoming personnel shortages in critical skills.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Department of Defense annually recruits and trains approxi-
mately 300,000 new enlistees for military service. Since the end of the
draft in 1972, all of these personnel have been volunteers who chose
the military over alternative possibilities such as civilian employment
or education. One of the principal challenges for defense managers in
recent years has been to attract these volunteers within a reasonable
level of recruiting expenditure.

Both Congress and executive branch agencies pay close attention to
expenditures for recruiting. Defense manpower policy issues often
center on questions of recruiting incentives and resources. How much
compensation, what types of benefits, and what levels of recruiting sup-
port are needed to obtain the required quantities and mix of enlist-
ments? These questions have been particularly acute for the Army,
which has historically experienced more difficulty than the Navy,
Marine Corps, or Air Force in recruiting the capable personnel needed
to handle increasingly sophisticated equipment. In the past, however,
decision-making has been handicapped by a lack of precise and reliable
information about the behavioral responses of young people to various
recruiting policies.

This report describes the results of a nationwide experiment
designed to provide new data on a key enlistment incentivei the cash
enlistment bonus. The bonus, paid to qualified recruits entering criti-
cal occupational specialties, has become a major feature of military
recruiting packages, particularly in the Army, Responding to a man-
date from Congress, the Department of Defense and the Army under-
took a two-year test, from July 1982 through June 1984, to determine
the costs and enlistment effects of expanded bonuses for various terms
of active duty service, The Rand Corporation assisted by designing the
experiment and analyzing the data,

Three principal questions were addressed:

1. Would increased bonuses attract significantly more "high..
quality" recruits into the Army?

2. Would larger bonuses encourage more enlistments in the
hard-to-fill critical specialties?

3. Would an expanded bonus program influence recruits to sign
contracts for longer terms of service?
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The purpose of this report is to document the experiment, explain
our analysis, and assess the effects of enlistment bonuses on the Army
recruiting process. To understand the experiment, it is essential to
appreciate the objectives of the recruiting system, the role played by
enlistment incentives in the process, and the circumstances under
which the bonus experiment originated. The next section reviews that
information. Successive sections describe the experimental design,
data and analytic approach, empirical results, and conclusions.

ii
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II. BACKGROUND OF THE EXPERIMENT

THE UNDERLYING CONCERN: RECRUIT QUALITY

Success or failure in recruiting depends, in large part, on the per-
sonal characteristics of new recruits, The services do not face an
outright shortage of people; in recent years, at least, they have always
been able to meet their volume requirements, The problem has been
attracting the right kind of people-namely, those regarded as "high
quality" recruits. Our analysis and our observations of recruiting
activities in the field make it clear that there is a large supply of less
qualified people willing to enlist; more capable individuals, however, are
less likely to volunteer and hence are more costly to obtain.

The services regard educational attainment and aptitude as the two
primary indicators of quality In an enlistee. Following nomenclature
generally used by the Department of Defense and the Army, we define
a high-quality recruit as one who:

* Is a high school diploma graduate and
* Has received a percentile score of 50 or higher on the Armed

Forces Qualification Test (AFQT)

Experience has shown that recruits who are high school graduates
are considerably more likely than dropouts to remain in the service for
their full term of commitment, to conform to military standards of
behavior, and to avoid disciplinary infractions.' Persons with high
AFQT scores are more likely to do well in traAuing, and by inference,
are thought to have a higher probability of successful performance on
the job,2 For these reasons, the primary enlistment Incentive
programs-bonuses and the more generous types of educational
benefits--are restricted to high-quality individuals,

All of the services, and especially the Army, experienced difficulty
enlisting high-quality males during the late 1970s and early 19800.s

IThroughout this report, references to "high school graduateb" Include both those who
have diplomas and those who are high school seniors at the time of signing an enlistment
contract. Virtually all seniors who sign contracts obtain a diploma before entering active
duty. For a review of the evidence Indicating the superior record uf such recruits, see
Buddln (1984).2For a review of the data showing the relationship betweeii AFQT rcore and training
succese, see Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, Installations, and
Logistics (1985),

'The services do not perceive significant problems in recruiting females. Since the
"beginning of the all-volunteer force, female recruiting quotas have been readily reached,
and the services have found it possible to accept only high-quality women, This reflects

3
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Table 1 shows the quality level of Army recruits during the period
when the Enlistment Bonus Experiment was being considered. At that
time, the services4 were just emerging from a prolonged recruiting
slump. In Fiscal Year 1980 the Army managed to obtain only about
33,000 high-quality enlistments, 22 percent of the total. This placed
the aptitude of the average Army recruit significantly below the civilian
norm, whereas recruits in the other services were above the norm
(Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, Installa-
tions, and Logistics, 1982). Although the situation has improved con-
siderably in the last few years, the Army remains concerned about the
quality of future cohorts of recruits.' Approximately 50 percent of all
Army enlistments have been in low-quality categories since 1983.

The disappointing results in 1980 prompted deep concern in the
Department of Defense and Congress, leading tn proposals to increase
educational benefits and cash bonuses for enlistmont. The principal
source of this concern was apprehension over the viobility of the all-
volunteer force. In addition, there were long-term fears that the
Army's increasing inventory of technologically sophisticated woaponry
could drive up quality requirements in the late 1980s and early 1990s,

Table 1

QUALITY OF ARMY ENLISTMENTS, 1980-1984
(Nonprior Service Males)

High. Low. Percent
Fiscal Quality Quality High Total
Year Enlistments Enlistments Quality Number
1980 33,146 115,807 22 148,953
1981 34,199 73,211 32 107,410
1982 53,754 63,022 46 117,376
1983 66,949 65,228 61 132,177
1984 586,089 88,902 49 114,991

to some degree the low level of demand for females in the services' personnel policies.
Many Army occupational specialties are closed to women because the job entails expo-
sure to combat. None of the Army specialties that were Included in the bonus experi-
ment accept females, so this report does not consider female recruiting.

4The Army contends that its needs for high-quality personnel will continue to rise,
although a precise method for determining the optimal lev.l of "requirements" has not
been established (see Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, Instal-
"lations, and Logistics, 1986).
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at the same time that the size of the youth cohorts would decline.6

Thus, the stage was set for intense efforts to improve military recruit-
ing, and for efforts to understand the effects of changes in recruiting
resources.

BONUSES, ENLISTMENT INCENTIVES, AND
RECRUITING RESOURCES

Compensation is one of the primary policy tools that managers pos-
sess to affect recruiting. However, in the military the compensation
package is very complex and difficult to adjust, consisting of basic pay,
allowances for food and housing, health care, retirement, and other
"fringe benefits" that are closely regulated by law and changed only by
Congressional action. Cash bonuses represent one area where the
Department of Defense and the military services have fairly wide lati-
tude in adjusting compensation. Basically, each service can, with
Department of Defense approval, offer bonus payments up to a leg-
islated maximum provided the bonus recipients enter occupational
specialties designated as "critical skills." Under these circumstances an
increase in enlistment bonuses becomes a potentially attractive
mechanism for alleviating personnel shortages, Bonuses are flexible,
sirce they can be added or deleted at any time without affecting ele-
ments of the future or current compensation package. In addition,
they theoretically cost less than general pay increases, since they are
paid only to persons in specialties with shortages. These advantages
were among those cited by the Department of Defense in 1982 when it
defended enlistment bonuses as a lower-cost alternative to new educa-
tional benefit programs that Congress was considering (Korb, 1982).

Table 2 exhibits the principal features of the Army enlistment bonus
program before the experiment. Like other enlistment incentives,
bonuses were restricted to high school graduates with qualifying test
scores.' In addition, bonuses were paid only to recruits who signed a
contract to train and serve in one of a designated set of shortage skills.
Under legislation then in effect, the maximum allowable bonus was
$5000, payable to a recruit after finishing occupational training in a
qualifying critical skill. The Army offered the $5000 bonus only for a
few skills, primarily the traditional combat-arms specialties (infantry,

Iit armor, and artillery). These skills, historically among the most

86" Tan and Ward (1964) for a description of the youth cohort decling and an
analysis of its effects on civilian wage opportunities,

BUntil early 1•81, the minimum qualifying AFQT score for Army bonuses was a0, but
the minimum was raised to 50 thereaftr.
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Table 2

ARMY BONUS PROGRAM BEFORE THE EXPERIMENT

Enlistment Bonus Amount (W),
By Term of Enlistment

Bonus
Qualifl- Skill Group
cations (Occupational Four Three Two

Requireda Specialty Category) Years Years Years

HS Grad,
High AFQT Test-eligible skills 5000 0 0

HS Grad,
High AFQT Other bonus skills 1600. 0 0

8500

- Nonbinus skills 0 0 0
aBonums are paid only to recruits classified as "high quality"

(high school diploma graduates with AFQT scoms of 80 or higher),
Other recruits mr ineligible for bonuses.

difficult to fill, were those selected for the bonus test; thus they are
identified as "test-eligltIa" skills in Table 2, Many other skills, how-
ever, offered smaller bonuses, ranging from $1500 to $3500.

One of the Army's principal objectives for the bonus program was
shill diotribution, that is, encouragement for recruits to sign contracts
for certain occupational specialties rather than others. In addition, the
program was designed to encourage longer terms of service, As Table 2
shows, in each skill category, a qualifying recruit could choose to comr-
mit for a term of obligated service of two, three, or four years, How-
ever, by law bonuses could be paid only to those who signed four-year
contracts,

Table 8 shows that bonus skills, in fact, did receive considerably
longer terms of commitment. During the base year before the axperi-
ment, more than 75 percent of recruits entering the $5000 bonus skills
signed contracts for four years, compared with a figure of only 30 per-
cent among recruits entering nonbonus skills. ' The daa also indicate
how extensive the combat-arms bonus program had become. The
$*000 bonus skills accounted for more than 13,000 enlistments during
that year, representing 30 percent of all high-quality recruits, The
resulting bonus payments (to those who signed four-year contracts) N

7The term 'bae yearw r"fers to the 12-month period (July 1981 through June 1952)
Immediately preceding the experiment.
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Table 3
ARMY ENLISTMENT CONTRACTS DURING 1BASE YEAR, BY TERM

OF SERVICE, QUALITY LEVE.L, AND SKILL GROUP

Percent Distribution of
Enlistment Contracts,

by Term of Service
- - Total

Quality Skill Four Three Two Number of
Levels Group Years Years Y ears Contrecta

Test-eligible
skills 75.8 9.7 14.4 18,667

High Other bonus
skille 88.3 24.2 17.4 7,826
Nonbonus
skills 80.6 83.5 15.9 24,997

Test-eligible
skills 34.9 6511 0.0 19,217

Low Other bonus
skills 28.2 71.6 0.2 8,067
Nonbonus
shll 29.1 70.8 0.1 34,820

:High quality - High school graduates with AFQT sacores of 84) or more.
The base year Is the 12-month period from July 1981 through June 1982.

totalled more than $60 million, or about 80 percent of the Army enlist~
Mont bonus budget.

ORIGIN OF THE BONUS EXPERIMENT
Bonuses, of counse, are not the only mechanisms used to influence

recruiting. Prominent among the alternatives are educational benefits,
which have been the subject of great public and Congressional interest
over the past 10 years. These benefits commit the service to paying a
opecified amount for tuition, living expenses, and related costs of civil-
Ian puatascondary education for the recipient, after he completes a
term of active duty. Educational benefits and bonuses are frequently

L 'q
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viewed as alternative programs that might ameliorate a difficult
recruiting situation.'

In response to the wide support for larger educational benefit pro-
grams in 1980, Congress directed the Department of Defense to test a
number of alternative educational benefit plans. The result was an
experiment called the Educational Assistance Test Program, In which
three new educational plans were offered to high-quality recruits in
selected areas of the nation during Fiscal 1981. Rand designed and
analysed that test, and found, among other things, that expanded edu-
cational benefits for Army recruits in critical skills increased Army
high-quality enlistments by 9 percent without harming the recruiting of
the other services.s Subsequently, that program, called the Army Col-
lep Fund, was adopted nationwide in Fiscal 1982.1)

The Army College Fund applied to all of the combat skills included
in the $5000 bonus program, Nevertheless, the Department of
Defense, concerned all along that even with the increased educational
benefits, enlistments might not meet projected requirements, presed
for further expansion of the bonus program. Therefore, in the summer
of 1981, the Department of Defense requested Congress to increase the
maximum enlistment bonus from $5000 to $10,000 for a four-year term
of service, and it asked for new authority to pay a smaller bonus for a
three-year term of service.

The two houses of Congress differed on this proposal. As a
compromise, the conference committee settled on a program providing
for (1) a maximum $8000 bonus for a four-year enlistment and (2) a
maximum $4000 bonus for a three-year enlistment, on a test basis only
and limited to high-quality recruits entering Army critical skills, The
Unifiamed Services Pay Act of 1981 authorized these changes, and the
conference report accompanying the legislation direct4d the Secretary
of Defense to institute a test of the full range of the new bonuses
modeled on the previously completed Educational Assistance Test,11
The Enlistment Bonus Test was the result.

'U.S. House of Representatlves, Committee on Armed Services (1981),
lernsndez (1942) suimarlss the history of eduostionul benefit programs in this

period.
'*Under the Veterans Educationsl Assistance Propram, any enlistoe could contribute

up to $2700 to an educational fund; the government then matched those contributions $2
for 1, The Army Collep Fund allowed the Army to add an estra amount (a "kicker")
up to $12,000 for highaquality recruits in certain skills, 8ee Fernandes (1992) for details,

""U,S, HOuse of Reprooontativee, Conference Report (1981),
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POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF THE BONUS ON
THE ENLISTMENT PROCESS

The new bonus programs were designed to assist Army recruiting in
general, but their effects could be manifested in a number of ways that
depend on the sequence of steps in the enlistment process. Before we
turn to the design and analysis of the experiment, it is useful to review
the steps through which a typical recruit goes before signing a contract
to enter the Army.

Initial Contact by a Recruiter

The key agent in the enlistment process is the recruiter; in the
Army, this is a noncommissioned officer who is usigned a specific awea
and a definite quota of recruits to be obtained each month. The
recruiter's work is guided by the monthly "mission box" of quotas that
the Army Recruiting Command amsigns to him, specifying a particular
number of high school graduates, seniors, and other types of persons by
AFQT category. Over much of the period of interest here, a typical
recruiter received a monthly quota of one high-quality and one low-
quality reruit.19 His main activities are to seek out such people, per-
suede them to apply for Army service, and follow through to ensure
that they sign contracts and report for active duty when scheduled.

Application for Enlistment

If the prospect is interested and seems qualified for service, the
recruiter will attempt to persuade him to apply for enlistment. To do
so, the applicant must first take a three-hour test that produces a
number of scores, including his score on the Armed Forces Qualifica-
tion Test (AFQT). AFQT results are reported in nominal percentile
scores, where 50 represents the 50th percentile of a standard reference
population. The test also produces various "aptitude area" scores that
are used to determine qualification for particular occupational special-
ties.

If the applicant attains a prescribed minimum on the AFQT, he
becomes eligible for the physical examination. In some respects this is
a crucial step, for it requires travelling, often a considerable distance,
to the Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS) that covers his
area of residence. There are 66 MEPS in the continental United
States. At the MEPS, the applicant undergoes a physical examination,
and if he paose he normally goes on to talk with a service Job

"We Dertousm (1968),
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counselor about the opportunities available to him. In recent years,
about 90 percent of those passing the physical examination have
enlisted in the subsequent 12-month period. Most applicants are quite
serious about enlistment by the time they reach that point.

Signing an Enlistment Contract

The job counselor's chief function is to "close" an enlistment con-
tract with the applicant, The counselor has the applicant's record of
scores and physical qualifications, and he can access the aervice',i cen-
tral computer data bass sho-Ing available enlistment slots during ,he
next 12 months. Slots are wgirewnted as scheduled training classes in
a particular occupational sl.,,,ci .y. Before sligning an enlistment con-
tract, the applicant and counselor must agree on a particular specialty,
a specific date when training will begin, and other details that govern
the training process.

The sequence of topics In the applicant-counselor negotiation may
vary, but the critical element Is the occupational decision, All Army
recruits must sig up for training in a particular specialty, and nor-
mally they serve their first term of duty in that occupation, A coun-
selor will often suggest one or more specialties, based on the
applicant's qualifications and the Army's priorities; sometimes the
applicant has a definite request that becomes the starting point for dis-
cusslon, The ultimate decision may also depend on the schedule of
future training classes and the applicant's willingness to begin training
at various dates,

Another critical item to be decided is the term of service. The con-
tract commits to a specific term (two, three, or four years); certain
specialties require a four-year term, whereas others may require only a
throe-year or even a two-year term, In conversations we have
observed the normal sequence is for an applicant to decide on a partic-
ular specialty and then to select a term, although in ýme cames the
requirement of a long term affects the specialty choice,

Experimental INues
This outline of the enlistment process indicates that entering the

military is not a single decision made by a recruit at one point In time.
Observers have differed about the likely effects of bonuses on this pro-
coss. A Congressional presumption, for example, was that the larger
bonuses should encourage more high-quality young people to enter the
Army, The provisions of the now plan also assume that the $4000
three-year bonus would attract enough new people signing three-year

""i
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contracts to offset any tendency of the three-year bonus to draw
recruits away from four-year commitments.

The Army's own views have been somewhat different. Army
managers have told us that according to their impressions, cash incen-
tives seem to appeal much less than educational benefits to prospects
in the early stages of the enlistment decision process. The Army's
rationale for bonuses has been based instead on the presumed "distri-
butional" effects of bonuses, namely shift& of enlistees among skills and
among terms of service. In the Army view, large bonuses may be
expected to produce only small increases in total enlistments, but
should generate major changes in recruits' choices of skills,

These differing perspectives could have important policy implica-
tions. If, for example, the military should again enter a period of large
recruiting shortfalls, the Army view would favor expanding educational
benefits rather than bonuses, The opinion of the Department of
Defense and some groups in Congress, however, has favored expanding
bonuasa based on the presumption that they would be a lower-cost
means of attracting sufficient numbers of now recruits. The Depart-
ment of Defense asked Rand to consider these issues and to recom.
mend a design for the experiment that would produce the most precise
Information within the constraints of the Congressionally mandated
program and the budget, In the next section, we describe the design
that emerged,
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III. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

Like the previous Educational Assistance Test, the Enlistment
Bonus Experiment was implemented by offering the new programs,
along with a baseline or control program, in separate sets of balanced
and dispersed geographic areas (called "test cells"). With such a
design, the effet of each new program can be estimated by comparing
iesults in that program's areas with the results in the control areas,
To facilitate comparisons and maximize precision, the areas served by
each program are matched as closely as possible on the balc factors
that might be related to the outcomes. The essential features of the
design procese are that (1) the experimental programs differ in ways
that clearly represent the underlying phenomenon to be studied and (2)
the programs ars amigned to equivalent groups of areas. In this sec-
tion we explain the nature of the programs teatted and the assignment
methodology that we adopted.

PROGRAMS TESTED

Decisions about the exact programs to be tested were based on direc-
tion from Congress and guidance from the Department of Defense.
First, the Congressional conference report stipulated that the test pro-
grams had to represent "the Nil range of bonuses made available" by
the new legislation, Therefore, at least one experimental condition had
to include the *8000 bonus for four-year enlistments and one had to
include the $4000 for three-year enlistments, We recommended that
the effects of the two types of bonuses be estimated separately, since
there was some concern that the three-year bonus might reduce four-
year enlistments,

Second, the Department of Defense decided that the new bonuses
should be tested only In the Army and should be offered only to high-
quality recruits, This constraint was essential for the three-year
bonus, since the legislation explicitly restricted the three-year bonus to
Army high school graduates with AFQT scores of 60 or higher,
Because the other services were having only slight recruiting problems
and did not express interest in paying higher bonuses, the test was con.
fined to the Army,

Third, the Army proposed to limit the test to those skills that qualil-
fRed for the $5000 bonus, The list is given in App, A. All of the skills
are directly combat.related, and the number of enlistees in the three .,'
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primary combat specialties-infanty, armor, and artillery-represent.
about 86 percent of the total enlistees in this group of skills. Strictly
speaking, therefore, the test results represent the impact of bonuses on
combat specialties.

Fourth, the Department of Defense and the Army determined that
the minimum bonuses to be tested should be those available under the
baseline program before the experiment began. Because of the tight
recruiting situation at the time, the Army was not willing to reduce
bonuses in any test cell, In effect, the relevant policy alternatives were
(1) grant larger bonuses and (2) maintain the current program, The
test was set up to estimate the effects under only this range of alterna-
tives. Therefore, the test did not sddress the issue of bonuses vs. no
bonuses; the issue was larger vs. smaller bonuses.

TEAT CELLS

The result of these contraints was the set of "test cells" exhibited in
Table 4. Under this plan the control call, or Cell A, maintained the
preexisting program in areas covered by 70 percent of the nation's
youth population. In those places, the Army continued to offer the
$M000 bonus to high school graduates with qualifying AFQT scores,
provided they signed contracts for four years in an eligible skill. As
before, no bonus was offered for a three- or two-year enlistment in
those skills. Bonus offerings for all other skills remained as they had
been before the test,

Bach of the two new test programs was offered in areas that covered
approximately 16 percent of the national youth population, The a Cell
program provided an *8000 bonus for the test-eligible skills, Instead of

Table 4

TEST CELLS

Bonus Amount ($), (ot Hiuh.
Quality Rerults Entseing

'restEillibis Skills
Percent

of Nation Four Three Two
Test Coll in Toot Coll Years Yeart Years

A 70 5000 0 0
B 15 5O00 0 0
C 15 8000 4000 0
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the $5000 amount offered in Cell A. Otherwise all enlistment incentive
offerings were exactly the same between the cells. Therefore, com-
parisons between the A and B Cells show the effect of changing the
test-eligible skill bonus from $5000 to $8000.

The C Cell program added a $4000 bonus for a three-year enlistment
in a test-eligible skill. Thus, in the C Cell each potential recruit con-
sidering a test-eligible skill had throe choices: he could enlist for four
years and receive the $8000 bonus; enlist for three years and get the
$4000 bonus; or commit for only two years and forgo the bonus
entirely,

ASSIGNING AREAS TO TEST CELLS

A crucial part of the experimental design process is the assignment
of areas to experimental conditions or cells, The fundamental princi-
ple is randomized assignment of units (areas) to test and control cells.
A strong advantage of randomization is the statistical control it pro-
vides; if assignment im randomized, one can calculate the probability
that the mean value of any variable in any cell will deviate from the
mean in another cell by a specified amount, The more units that can
be assigned to each cell, the lower will be these probabilities. Hence, in
a randomized experiment, one has some a priori confidence that the
characteristics of the experimental units are balanced across test cells
for any verlab/, oven those that are tunmeasured, This increases confi-
dence in the results because it implies that when a difference is
observed between cells, the difference is less likely to be due to
extraneous characteristics of the units,

We assigned MEPS areas at random to test cells, but we did so
based on a statistical model that also Imposes matching or balancing
constraints on certain variables, Intuitively, the reason for balancing
was to ensure that no design was selected which exhibited an undesir-
able divergence anross cells on certain critical variables. The balancing
variables we considered and their values in the final design are listed in
Table 5.

We selected balancing variables that could be measured during the
year immediately preceding the experiment and that might be expected
to exert an important influence on the number of Army enlistments
during the experiment.1 We placed primary importance on matching

.Most features of the Army's recruiting incentive program were dellborat•ly kept uni-
, 'form moron the test cells during the experiment, and therefore we did not need to bal-

onee on them. For example, levels of nontest bonuses and all educational benefit pro.
grams wore offered equally In all areas of the country.
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Table 5

TEST CELL BALANCING

Value, by Cell

Balancing Variable" A Cell B Cell C Cell

Malte high-quality enlistments,
per 100 malee eg 17-21 in 1.14 1.14 1.13
population

Unemployment rate (number
unemployed per 100 in
labor force) 7,69 7.66 7.45

Wage ratio (civilian hourly
pay divided by military
hourly pay) 1,48 1,52 1,48

High-quality military available
persons, per 100 population 16,25 15.22 15.23

Nonwhite persons, per 100
population 1480 16,37 16,22

Number of Army recruiters,
per 1000 population 0.87 0.49 0,89

High-quality recruiting
quotas, per 100 population 1,21 1.18 1.18

Percent of cell population
in East 28 13 16

Percent of cell population
in Wait 19 12 25

Percent of c0ll population
In South 19 29 22

Population In cell, as percent
of total U.S. population 69.1 15.5 15.4

aFor detailed dfilnltions of variables, see App, A.

the rate of high-quality enlistments across clls, In effect, we assumed
that areas that have produced high numbers of enlistments may have
stable characteristics that will promote high enlistment rates in the
future. We also included two economic variables, the unemployment

¶* rate and the civilian-military wage ratio, because they have proven to
be significant predictors of enlistments in the past. The Department
of Defense estimate of the number of high-quality "military available"
male population was included to consider differences across areas in
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average test scores and educational attainment. Similarly, we balanced
on the percentage of nonwhites in the areas to guard against the possi-
bility of racial imbalances. Possible effects arising from the Army
recruiting system were balanced by measuring the number of Army
recruiters and the size of the high-quality quota assigned to them.
Finally, we attempted to ensure that each cell contained roughly the
same proportion of its population in the eastern, western, and southern
regions of the country. As Table 5 shows, the design that was finally
selected contained test cells that were fairly well balanced on each of
the above factors, although it was not possible to equate the regional
proportions as precisely as desired.

An important statistical objective of balancing is to improve the pre-
cision of effect estimates. The analytic model we employ assumes that
the number of enlistments in any area during the test period is a log-
linear function of the balancing variables' values for that area. Under
these conditions, even if the test cells are unbalanced, an appropriate
model will yield an unbiased estimate of the test program effect pro-
vided the balancing variables are included in the analysis. However,
the Imbalance does increase the variance of the estimated test program
effect, as compared with the variance that would exist if the cells were
perfectly balanced (Haggetrom, 1981). This "inflation" of variances
relative to the optimum condition is undesirable, of course, because it
reduces the precision of the estimates,

A statistical criterion representing the extent of the variance infla-
tion was developed to minimize imbalances and hence maximize preci-
sion. Called MISER, this number represents the minimum percentage
increase in the standard error of a contraet to be considered in the
analysis. 2 For example, a simple but important contrast in the bonus
test analysis is the difference between the number of enlistments in
Cell B and the number In Cell A, after adjusting for previous enlist-
ment levels in those cells. The MISER criterion indicates the percen-
tage difference between the standard error of this contrast for a given
assignment of units and the standard error that would be observed if
both cells had the same means on all balancing variables. The cri.
terion can be used, therefore, to judge the extent to which the candi-
date assignment is imbalanced.

We employed the MISER criterion as follows. An initial assignment
or "design" was generated by assigning each MEPS area at random to
one of the two new program test cells, with probability proportional to
the size of its youth population. When random assignment had

2For a discussion of the criterion and its application in the bonus toot design, see
Pres (1985).
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produced a design meeting the cell size constraint (15 percent of the
national population), the differences between the cell means and the
total U.S. mean for each balancing variable were examined. For each
balancing variable, the difference was required to be less than a fixed
tolerance level.' If the design failed that test for any variable, it was
discarded as presumably too imbalanced for further consideration.

Through the above process we generated 20 candidate designs that
passed all the tests. For each of those 20, we calculated the MISER
value for two contrasts, those comparing Cell B and Cell C with Cell A.
MISER values ranged from 3 to 11 percent in all cases. We then
selected the design with the minimum average MISER value acrosm
both contrasts. Aw a consequence, the selected design was nearly
optimal based on the criteria considered.

A map of the test areas is displayed in Fig. 1, A prominent feature
of this design is the dispersion of MEPS areas within each test cell.
Such dispersion provides protection against extraneous factors that
might complicate comparisons among cells. For Instance, if after the
experiment began there was a shift in some Important variable In one
region-say, a sharp rise in unemployment in the industrial
Midwest-the change would tend to affect each of the test cells in
approximately the same fashion. Although there is no guarantee that
all changes during the experimental period will be related to factors
that were originally balanced in the design (such as geographic loca-
tion), the initial balancing provides considerable protection against
many types of imbalances that otherwise would flaw the analysis.

EXECUTION OF THE TEST

The test schedule and implementation procedures were driven
largely by Army constraints. The Army wanted to hold the additional
expenditures for test bonuses to $10 million annually. Based on our
bonus cost estimates, we determined that to hold expenditures within
that limit, the now bonuses could be offered in no more than 30 per-
cent of the nation (thus, each test cell Included 15 percent). To
achieve a reasonable degree of precision, we recommended that each
test program run for 24 months. This recommendation was accepted
and the test began at the start of July 1982, running through June
1984.

The test was implemented by notifying recruiters, job counselors,
and other Army recruiting staff of the new programs through briefings,

3Generally, this tolerance level was establiahed through experience showing that devi.
atlons of that size or greater would lead to very large and unacceptable MISER values.
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teletype messages, and letters of Instruction from higher headquarters.
Recruiting guides and manuals were updated to represent the new
bonus offerings. To determine whether recruiters actively used the
new bonuses in their dealings with prospects, our best source of infor-
mation is a spring 1983 survey of military service applicants, in which
the Department of Defense followed up a representative samplei of peo-
ple who had taken the ASVAB in the precieding two months. The sur-
vey data suggest that recruiters did use the bonuses in their "age
talks" with prospects; 635 percent of high-quality Army respondents
reported that their recruiter had discussed the bonus with them.'

The Army also took steps to advertise the new bonuses to the gen-
eral youth population. During the experiment the bonus was adver-
tised widely in direct mall packages sent to high school seniors; color
brochures and postage-paid business reply cards promoting the bonus
were sent to a mailing list of about 1.5 million seniors each year.8 In
addition, the Armay's advertising agency provided each recruiting bat-
talion with a kit for local bonus advertising, Including newspaper
"glossy" ads, radio tapes and scripts, and press releases with messages
specific to each test cell. We verified that the battalions did, in fact,
place bonus advertising In their local media; an examination of all local
advertising purchases during the experiment showed that ads carrying
a bonus theme accounted for about $400,000 per year In advertising
expenditures, which were appropriately balanced across the test cells. 8

It was not possible, however, to advertise the bonuses through national
media such as television networks and magazines, because one cannot
direct specific messages for each test cell into appropriate locations
using those media. This restriction on advertising mayv have limited
the youth market's awareness of the new incontives.' If so, a per-
manent nationwide bonus program with full-scale advertising might
produce larger effects than we eiatimate from the test.

4Persnal communication from Bruce Orvib and Martin Oshart, The Rand Corpora-
tIon, based on work in progress.

IThree different packaes, identical except for their references to the $5000, $8000, or
*8000/54000 bonus plans, wore developed and sent to addressees in the appropriate test
cell locations.

OBonus theme advertising nevertheless represented only a small fraction of total local
advertising (about 8 percent for bonuses, compared with 40 percent for the Army College
Fund).

'Knowledge of bonuses, military pay levels, and other enlistment Incentives is sketchy
in the general youth population. For example, a September 1984 national survey of
young men showed that only 20 percent of the sample knew that the Army offered a cash
enlIstment bonus. By comparison, only 29 percent could give a reasonably accurate esti-
maite of starting military pay, and only 89 percent were aware that the Army had An edu-
cationol benefit program (Bray et &L., 1985).
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IV. ANALYZING THE ENLISTMENT PROCESS

STAGES IN THE ANALYSIS

We will analyze the possible effects of the bonus programs in three
stages, representing the separate but related stages in the enlistment
decisionmaking process.

1. Deciding whether to enlist (signing an enlistment contract)
2. Selecting a skill for training
3. Choosing a term of enlistment (deciding among commitments

of two, three, or four years)

These three staps are depicted in Fig. 2. Bonus effects at the first
stage represent so-called 'market expansion" or enlistment supply

Mmrket Skill Length
expansion channeling of term
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effects; as we discuss below, such effects can appear as changes in
either high-quality or low-quality enlistment contracts. Effects at the
second stage we term "skill channeling." To analyze them, we use a
model that examines the skill choices of high-quality people who signed
enlistment contracts, assessing the degree to which the bonus program
led them to select test-eligible rather than nonealgible skills. Conceptu-
ally, our approach is similar to modeling the percentage of high-quality
enlistees who chose eligible skills. If the program had a skill channel-
ing effect, we should observe movements of recruits into test-eligible
skills from other skills, after controUing for any overill market expan-
sion effect.

Similarly, we will examine the term of enlistment choices made by
high-quality recruits who enter eligible skills. That analysis holds con-
stant the number of high-quality enlistees entering eligible skills and
mks to determine bonus effects on lengths of obligated terms,
independent of the market expansion and skill channeling effects,

Our most complex analysis concerns the first stage in the process.
The remainder of this section explains our approach to analyzing the
effects of bonus programs in stage 1, Since the first-stage method
directly effects the second- and third-stage analyses, we defer discuss-
ing the latter until Sec, V.

BASIC ANALYSIS STRATEGY

The basic data for the Enlistment Bonus Experiment consist of two
types of observations: (1) counts of high-quality and low.quality enlist-
ments, by skill group and term of service and (2) measures of several
"covariates"-characteristics of the areas that affect the level of enlist-
ments, We measured these variables monthly by MEPS areas, for each
month of the two-year test period and for a one-year base period before
the test.

Our approach follows a basic paradigm of experimental analysis,
comparing counts of enlistments in the experimental cells with counts
in the control cell, while adjusting for any measurable extraneous fac-
tors that could affect the resultb. If the test design could equate the
cells on all factors other than bonus offerings, a simple cross-cell com-
parison would yield an unbiased estimate of the effects of the bonuses.
However, complexities In both the test and in the real-world recruiting
system make such a simple analysis inappropriate. Instead we have
developed a more elaborate model that employs (1) differences between
the test and base periods, (2) adjustments for changes in exogenous
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factors that affect enlistment supply, and (3) a system of simultaneous
equations representing the behavior of recruiters as they react to sup-
ply changes.

The first aspect of the model-the use of differences between test
and base periods-is based on our desire to control some factors that
could not be fully balanced in the experimental design. There are
several reasons for concern that some Imbalances may exist across test
cells despite the matching that was done, First, with the small number
of MEPS areas available for assignment to test cells, randomization
may not have matched the cells on unmeasured variables as precisely
as one would like. Second, we know that the matching left some
Imbalances on variables that were considercd (e.g., regional distribu-
tions of the test calls were not perfectly matched). Third, we may have
omitted some important variables or measured them imperfectly.

We have dealt with these problems by adopting a change measure as
the fundamental outcome variable. That is, our basin outcome measure
is not the absolute level of enlistments, but rather the change in enlist.
ments between (1) the preexperlmental base period, when all calls
offered the same bonus program and (2) the test period, when the cells
offered varying programse1 Table 6 Illustrates the procedure using
hypothetical data for a "typical" MEPS from each cell.

Table 6
ILLUSTRATIVE COMPARISON OF ENLISTMENTS

IN TEST CELLS
(Hypothetical data)

Number of Hlgh.Quality
Enlistment Contracts
In a Typical MEPS

Ratio,
Test to

Test Base Test Base Log.
Cell Period Period Period Differences

A 100 120 1,20 .182
B 100 126 1.26 .231
C 100 132 1.32 ,278

aDeftned as lo(t) • log(b), where t - test period
enlistmente and b - base period enlistments.

, ,,1. , ' ,

S,". 'This approach was first adopted In defense experiments by Halptrom at *1. (1081).
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Suppose that we observe the MEPS areas in the control cell during
the baae period and find that a typical area produced 100 high-quality
enlistments per month, rising to, say, 120 enlistments per month dur-
ing the test period. We compute the ratio of the test to the base period
rate, 1.2. Note that we also compute the logarithm of this ratio (log 1.2
- .182), which is identical to the difference between the logarithms of
the enlistment counts (log 120 - log 100 - .182). This "log-difference,"
a measure of change, will be the outcome variable in the simultaneous
equation model to be developed below.

The ratio of 1.2 in the control cell suggests that factors unrelatod to
bonuses led to a 20 percent increase in recruiting supply, since bonuses
remained constant in the control areas. The increase might be due to
a number of extraneous factors, such as a changb in national economic
conditions, improvements In recruiting management, or Liternational
events that motivate more young people to enter the military.2 The
change in the control cell may be compared with the larger hypotheti.
cal Increases illustrated for the B and C Cells, 26 and 32 percent,
respectively. The differences between these increases and the 20 per-
cent increase observed in the A Cell represent the effects of the test
programs, provided that no other factors changed differentially across
the cells, Of course, this example is oversimplified, because in the
actual analysis we will model each MEPS separately in terms of log-
differences, but the example illustrates the basic logic.

The change-analysis approach has the advantage that it "nets out"
any differences between areas thaf are stable over time and that might
be present even though we tried to balance the cells, Suppose, for
instance, that despite our best attempts at preexperimental balancing,
the B Cell contained a higher proportion of rural population than the
A Cell. If rural dwellers were more likely than urban dwellers to enlist,
the main effect of rural residence would lead a higher enlistment rate
in the B Cell than in the A Cell during both the test period and base
periods. Omitting the rural residence variable would bias the results in
an absolute-level model, but in the change model the log-differencing
removes the bias.' Many of the basic characteristics of areas that affect
results in nonexperimental studies are featurves u• the underlying popu-
lation, economic Atructure, or local culture, Over a fairly short period

'The method also autoniaticall? controls for any nationwide changes In military
recruiting policies. For Instance, suppoia military pay were increased, or eligibility stan-
dard, for educational bhnefits were relased. Since these changes would be Implemented
uniformly across the ,ation, their Affect* would appear equally in the test calls and be
taken out by the method of cross-coll comparison.

Sea8 Hlaggtrom at mli (1951) or Fernandes (1985) for the underlying assumptions and
the derivation of this result, The key assumptions sre that all offemA In the model aSr
multlplicetive and that srea.spoillo effects are stable between the base and test periods.V
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of time, these factors-such as population demographics, the nature of
local industry, or local "tastes" for military service-are likely to
remain constant relative to other areas. Thus, the log-difference
method automatically controls for many factors that need to be explic-
itly modeled in other kinds of studies.

ADJUSTING FOR CHANGES IN COVARIATES

The simple comparison of test cells, coupled with use of a change
variable, adjusts for national trends and stable characteristics of local
areas. However, it does not consider potential changes in time-varying
factors that occur nonsystematically or differentially across areas, Our
approach considers such changes by modeling the change in enlist-
ments for each area as a function of changes in exogenous variables, or
"covariates."

The analysis considers two broad classes of covarlates: features of
the civilian economy and features of the recruiting system. A major
reason for measuring these factors Is that they could change differen-
tially in different MEPS areas between the base and test periods. For
instance, cyclical changes in business conditions are likely to affect
areas dependent on the automobile Industry, such as Michigan, more
strongly than other areas. Similarly, if the Army Increases its number
of recruiters or advertising in a nonuniform fashion across areas, the
changes could bias the model coefficients that represent bonus effects,

Table 7 list# summary statistics for the covariates by test cell. We
selected these variables because they represent the principal area
characteristics that are theoretically related to enlistments and that are
measurable at the level of detail we need (MEPS area by month), For
each variable, monthly observations were obtained for the smallest
available reporting areas. In most cases, the reporting areas were dif-
ferent from MEPS areas, so we weighted or reaggregated the measures
to conform to MEPS boundaries,'

'We weighted areas by diassgregating the reporting areas (such as states or Army
Recruiting Districts) into segment& whome boundaries corresponded to these of MEPS
areas, apportioning reported totals to segment& in proportion to 1980 Census populations
where necessary. We then meombinod the segments into MEPS areas, asgin using popu-
lation figures as weights where appropriate.
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Table 7

COVARIATS VALUES DURING BASE AND TEST PERIODS

Annual Rate, by Time Period and Test Cell

Baa. Period Teot Period

CRll Cell Coll Cell Coiil Coll
PCovarlato As B C As B C

I. Unemployment rat.
(average, in percent) 8.61 8.46 8.36 9.86 9.17 9.16

2. Civilian wage rate
(average, in dollars 8.32 8.69 8.38 8.94 9.30 8.98
per hour)

3. Recruiter strength
(average number of
recruiters on
production, pep month) 752 798 744 '754 765 785

4. Recruiter quotas
(annual total)

Hish-quality 5873 BO900 955 8905 W05 8833
Low-quality 9473 9118 9420 8063 8862 8871

5. National advertising
(annual total @spend.
itures, In thousands 2230 2268 2246 3351 3164 3220
of dollars)

6. Local advertising
(annual total expend-
iturse, in thousands
of dollars) 725 724 762 6104 685 574

'Cell A totals for Items 3 through 6 have been adjusted to reflect the
totals that would be observed if Coll A were the saams size as the other
cells (about 15.8 percent of the notion). That is, the Cell A totala
displayed here are the true totals multiplied by the fraction,(15,9)

0O VARIATE DEFINITIONS

Unempioymenet and Wage Rates
The unemployment rate represent& the number of persons not

employed but available for work, as a fraction of the total labor force.
It is estimated from large monthly aurveys of the civilian population.

.~ .*i '.\'..fThe wage rate Is measured by the average hourly earnings of
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production workers in manufacturing industries, estimated from
monthly reports of employers. Both items were taken at the state level
from reports of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (Employment and
Earnings, various issues). Both measures have the disadvantage of
applying to a much larger population than the prime recruiting group
(young males). However, they are the best measures available for
MEPS-size areas on a monthly basis, and we assume that at the aggre-
gate level they are well correlated with the age- and sex-specific rates
that we would prefer to measure if the data were available.

Number of Recruiters

Counts of the number of production recruiters in each area were
provided quarterly by areas covered by Army Recruiting Command bat-
talions, These areas (formerl) known as recruiting diatiricts) are
approximately the size of states, and their boundaries largely coincide
with those of MEPS. Where the boundaries did not coincide, we
weighted the counts appropriately, and we assumed that the reported
quarterly value was constant for each month within the quarter,

Recruiting Quotas
Quotas for high-quality and low-quality recruits were report, A quar-

terly by each battalion. We estimated the monthly quotas as one-third
of each quarter's total and weighted the figures where necessary to
reflect MEPS boundaries,

National Advertising

The majority of the Arrmy's advertising is carried by major media
that are bought on a nationwide basis. These media include network
television, network radio, national magazines, and certain "spot" pur-
chases of individual broadcast stations that are part of a national plan,
We obtained measures of the total national cost of such purchases, by
month, from N, W. Ayer, the Army's advertising agency. The data
also showed the monthly number of impressions achieved by the
advertising, a measure of audience delivery, by Area of Dominant Influ-
ence (ADI). 5 We allocated the total national costs for each medium

50 ne impression is in exposure or an individual to oam message. Impressions are
estimated from sample surveys of the population In which the roepondents keep records
of their television viewing, radio listening, magazine reading, and so forth, The standard
reporttng areas for such data are ADIs, groups of counties in which each county Is
assigned to the ADI whose television stations capture the predominant audience in the
county.
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across ADIs according to the number of impressions achieved in that
medium for that month, and then aggregated the allocated costa to
MEPS level.'

Local Advertising

The other major Army media program is local advertising, which
consists of media purchases made directly by individual Army recruit-
ing battalions to supplement the national program.' N. W. Ayer pro-
vided eords of each local advertising purchase, from which we
extracted summaries of the total expenditures on local advertising by
month by battalions. These expenditures were then summarized aid
weighted to the MUPS level.

As Table 7 shows, at the cell level the covariates moved generally in
parallel directions over time. However, a few modest divergences can
be seen. For example, the C Coll unemployment rate rose proportion*
ately more than the other two cells between the base and test period;
national advertising expenditures rose proportionately less In the B
and C Celils than in the A Cell; and C Coll local advertising dropped
relative to the A Cell. As we will show, these variables are related to
the level of enlistments, so it is important to control for such varia-
tions.

CONTROLLING FOR RECRUITER BEHAVIOR

Thus far, we have considered possible effects on the experimental
outcomes from factors that influence the sgpply of recruits, Now we
oonsider some demand effects-in particular, effects arising from the
behavior of recruiters, who play a central role In the process, For the
analysis of the bonus experiment, It appeared especially important to
consider recruiter behavior, because the test was conducted during a

rThe lmrreslons date omitted certain types of media for which Ayer does not obtain
Impressions data (primarily syndicated groups of stations and media serving minority
ethnic groups, each of which represents about 10 percent of the national advertising
budget), Since we could not allocate these costs by are, we omitted them from the
analysis,

7Tho Army also advertises to high school seniors and recent graduates by direct mail,
although the expenditures on the mail program ara much smaller than on the media
(approximately 6500,000 for mail and $8C0 to $40 million for media). We attempted to
obt4in detailed data on direct mall packages mailed out to local areas; however, the
agency was unable to obtain Information on all of the malling waves, and we docidod not
to include the partial Information in the bonus test data base. Among those mallings for
which date weio available, preliminary analysis showed the ares distribution was very
closely balanoed across MEPS areas and test cells.
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period of unprecedented recruiting success. During 1982 and 1983,
Army recruit quality levels reached all-time highs, and field reports
suggested that recruiters were achieving success more readily than
before, Under these conditions, some observers questioned whether
bonus-induced increases in the supply of available recruits would really
be translated into rising enlistments. Perhaps, instead, an increase in
supply would make it easier for recruiters to meet their quotas, after
which they could reduce their effort. Therefore it seemed important to
consider recruiters' level and direction of effort in the model,

By allocating time differently in response to quotas, award pro-
grams, and other incentives, recruiters can affect both the quality and
quantity of people who volunteer for service. Until recently, enlist-
ment research has treated supply issues without paying explicit atten-
tion to the role of recruiters in the enlistment process. For example,
changes in recruiter effort have not been considered, and it has been
implicitly assumed that obtaining low-quality enlistees requires virtu.
ally no effort from the recruiter. However, our observations of actual
recruiting stations suggest that recruiters continually make decisions
about how to spend their time, and that these decisions have important
effects on enlistment rates. We next outline the possibilities conceptu-
ally.

Recruiter Choice& and Effort
In general, recruiters can influence enlistment outcomes by altering

both the direction and intensity of their effort. Figure 3 illustrates the
choices that face an individual recruiter or a recruiting battalion,8 The
solid line closest to the origin in Fig. 3, labelled "pretest," represents a
range of hypothetical choices available to a recruiter as a function of
the initial level of economic variables and recruiting resources, This
recruiting tradeoff curve indicates all combinations of high-quality (H)
and low-quality (L) enlistments that the recruiter can achieve. He can
move along this curve in either direction. By engaging in certain types
of activities--such as cultivating contacts with high school seniors,
attending "career day" programs, or visiting science fairs.-a recruiter
can move along this curve and secure more high-quality individuals,
Or, conversely, he can move down the curve by spending time in the
station with "walk-ins" or youth counselling referrals. Here more low.
quality recruits are obtained, but at the excpense of the higher-quality

lVirtually all of our -nod.linI assumptions apply equally to individual recrulars and
sregatr s of recruiters wuch as battalions. There are 56 battalions in the Continental
United States, each responbible for an area roughly the slie of a stat.. In the analysis,k i ,r' the date have been transformed from battalions to MEPS areas,
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Teat (same effort)

Test (reduced

"qHA effort)

LA

Number of low quality (L)

Figr. 8--Potential effects of r"ecruiter choices, on, bonus results

youths. The ultimate mi0 of enlistments chosn will depend on the

incentives he faces and the relative rewards for securing different
caoleories of enllstmentes For illustrative purposes, let us assume that
he moves to point A, representing HA high..quality recruits and LA
low-quality recruits, respectively,

A ohanginm economic or social environment or level of recruiting
resource expenditures alters the range of rewr bis outcomes facing
recruites. For example, becausthe bonus test aeuss larger enlist-
ment bouses to be offered, recruiters will be able to secure increAed
numbers of enlistments, Suppos, for the time being, that recruitern
continue to put forth the same level of effort a they did before the test

began, The new level of enlistmont supply, reflected in choices
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available to the recruiter, is indicated by the outermost solid line in
Fig. 3. Of course, the observed effect of the larger bonuses on high-
quality enlistments will depend not only on the magnitude of the shift
in potential supply, but also on the allocation of effort among various
recruiting activities. For example, the observed bonus effect on high-
quality contracts will be dampened if recruiters decide to simul-
taneously increase enlistments in lower-quality categories. Since iden-
tical outward shifts in supply can result in a variety of actual.
ontcomes, test and pretest comparisons must control for movements
along the tradeoff curve. Thus, we wish to Identify point B, represent-
ing the potential increase in high-quality enlistments, holding the
number of low-quality Individuals constant.

In addition to holding low-quality enlistments constant, the move-
ment to point B ausumes that recruiters have incentives to maintain
the degree of effort at the pretest level. However, there is compelling
evidence that recruiters lack strong Incentives to exceed quotas (see
Dertouzos, 1983, 1985). Although achieving goals ("making mission")
"is viewed as essential for career advancement, overproduction has a dis-
tinct disadvantage: future quotas may be increased in response, to
present success. If this is true, recruiters might respond to the increase
in the supply of enlistments by reducing their effort, The resulting
range of choices, at the lower level of recruiting intensity, is
represented by the dashed line falling between the initial tradeoff curve
and the range of outcomes that would be feasible with constant effort,

Th,js, even after controlling for the direction of recruiter effort, the
resulting increase in high-quality enlistments, indicated by point C,
may significantly underestimate the potential increase to point B. Of
course, if recruiters have incentives to secure additional low-quality
enlistments, the observed outcome would be at a point such as D,
representing even fewer high-quality enlistments, Consequently, the
measured bonus effect can be quite small even though the latent supply
effect is significant. The degree of divergence between D and B will
depend on levels and changes in quotas for different categories of
recruits as well as the incentive systems in place during the initial and
bonus test periods. However, the importance of recruiter behavior
remains an empirical question pending our analysis below.

Modeling Recruiter Behavior and Enlistment Supply

Based on the above conceptual framework, we developed a simul-
tanqous equation system to represent the joint effects of recruiter
behavior and enlistment supply. The key features of our model are
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describod In Table 81. It begins by postulating that recruiters' welfare
depends upon the number of enlistments, quotas, and the effort
expended, Formally, we can express a recruiting battalion's objectives
or "utility" as follows:

U - U(E, H, L, QH, QL) (1)

where E represents an index for effort,
H is the number of high-quality recruits,
L is the number of low-quality recruits,
QH is the quota for high-quality recruits, and
QL is the qucta for low-quality recruits.

Since recruiters and battalion commanders are evaluated on the
basis of the number of enlistments relative to quotas for each category,
welfare is positively related to H and L, and negatively related to quo-
ta, In addition, at a given level of achievement, recruiter welfare will
be negatively related to the amount of effort required.

Now, recruitArs are constrained in their maximization of objectives
by the available supply of enlistments. Supply of both high- and low-
quality recruits will depend on economic variables such as the unem-
ployment rate and civilian wage rate as well as on recruiting recource

Table 8

KEY FEATURES OF THE CONTRACT MODEL

Quantity Dopends On

1, Magnitude of recruiter High- and lowquality onlist-
effort monte relative to quotas

2. Relative reward for high- High- and Iow.quality enlist-
and low-quality enlist, monts relative to quotas
mont.4 Monthly dummy variables

repreaenting centralized changes
in managz mert policy

3, Enlistment supply Economic variables
Resource expenditures, including
bonuses

4. Observed enlistments Simultaneous interaction of sup-
ply factors
Magnitude and direction of
effort

'This model represents the first stagp of the onlhktment docisionmaking proces, as
described in Fig, 2. The modiot representing the suE•oequent stages art specified in See.
V.
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expenditures, including recruiter numbers and advertising. I." addition,
the number of enlistments will be affected by the level of effot.

Following previous research, we specify enlistment supply as

log(H) - Xlog(L) + AX + log(E) (2)

where X represents a vector of exogenous supply factors, including
indicator variables representing the test cells,

X represents the feasible tradeoff between high- and low.
quality categories of recruits, where A < 0, and

E represents the index of effort.

Since actual hours and intensity of work are not directly observable,
the index E is defined on the basis of a bmline level of effort. That
Is, for the initial period the index Is equal to one and the supply
expression reduces to the usual characterization since log (1) - 0.
Changes in effort from the baseline are measured in units representing
the resulting changes in enlistments, holding exogenous supply factors
constant, For example, a 10 percent decline in effort, E - .9, results in
an equivalent decline in enlistments, Of course, this effort index can-
not be considered to be a metric representing actual labor or time
devoted to recruiting, In all likelihood, enlistment outcomes are not
linearly related to time or labor Inputs because of diminishing marginal
productivity. For the range of outcomes generally observed, the index
E represents percentage deviations of observed enlistments from ranges
of outcomes that would have been possible at constant levels of effort.

Although R Is not observable, we can estimate the underlying supply
relationships by assuming that the level of effort depends upon how
well the battaliot Is performing relative to quotas. That is,

log(E) - 'Ylog(H/Q0) + 7alog(L/QL) (3)

Negative values for "yj and -y2 imply that effort is reduced continuously
as a function of the ratios of enlistments to quotas. If the bonus
experiment increases enlistments, some recruiters, finding it easier to
achieve goals, may have few incentives to work as hard as before.

Continuit' of Recruiter Effort

An important issue is whether the relationship between effort and
contract production, expression (3), is continuous. Some characterize-
tions suggest that when a recruiter or his battalion reaches the quota,
effort and production will drop abruptly or cease. This was the

,• .j hypothesis underlying the concern, mentioned earlier, that a bonus
,r ,.increase might not load to a corresponding increase in enlistments if
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reocrulterm were making their quotas easily. To examine that issue, we
obtained empirical data on the performance of individual recruiters
under various conditions of battalion success or failure. For example,
Table 0 illustrates a rather smooth shift in recruiter performance die-
tributions as a function of aggregate battalion outcomes. Battalion
performance is indicated by the ratio of the number of high-quality
enlistments divided by the quotas for that category. A ratio under 1.0
means that the battalion Is not securing the aggregate monthly require-
ment for the most desirable categories of recruits. We see that in such
battalions nearly 6(0 prcent of all recruiters are failing to write suffi-
cient contracts to achieve their individual missions, On the other
hand, 10 percent just barely make their goals whereas about 30 percent
exceed the goal,10

As battalion outcomes improve, we can observe a smooth and con-
tinuous increase In the number of recruiters making and exceeding
their goals for enlistments. For example, for battalions exceeding the
high-quality gal by 40 percent or greater, about 50 percent of individ-
ual recruiters still failed to secure sufficient numbers of enlistment
contra&s. About 40 percent of the recruiters were now exceeding quo-
tan, about 10 percent more than those from battalion% that were falling
on an aggregate basis.11 Thus we find wide variation in Individual

Table 9

INDIVIDUAL RECRUITERS AND BATrALION PERFORMANCE: 1991

Percent of Individual Recruiters
Battalion

Production Missing Making Exaceeding
Ratio& Mission Minion Mission

0,0-0.9 89 10 s0
1,0-1.1 56 12 38
1,2-1.4 52 11 37
Over 134 4V 11 40

'The production ratio is defined as the nu.mber of high-quality persons
recrited by the battalion, divided by the total battalion mission for that
group.

10For thes tabulations, individual goals wfrs assumed to coloiist of one high-quality
and one low-quality enlistment. Subsequent tabulations, based on more complicated
notions of kminion box' poal, yield identical qualitative results.

""An examination of these data, along with an understanding of a recruiter reward
system that requires exoce production over a six-month moving "window," ha impor-
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recruiters' performances regardless of the aggregate battalion ratio of
high-quality enlistments to quotas.

Estimating Model Parameters

With the abov'e oha~racterimatlon of recruiter effort, we can derive a
"quasi-reduced form" expression for high-quality reruit. by substitut-
ing Eq. (3) into the structural supply relationship Eq. (2). That is,

log(H-) -ai~log(L) +t ctgX +aSlog(QH) + ado M(QL) (4)

where al - ( + 'va)/ (I 'O
as - P/(1 - 'O

va- -,Yi/(l - -y) and
014 - -'YO/(l - 0

Expression (4) can be estimated by a two-st. procedure by using
the following expression for low-qluality recruitel:12P

log(L) - 91 + spIX +i oslog(QH) + 03log(QL) (5)

where I Indexes the month of observations and e1, represent. a constant
term that is permitted to vary by month."8 Simultaneous estimation of
this system provides values for the coefficient. in expression (4), which
in turn permits the Identification of the underlying structural parame-

tant Implications for aggregaet enlistment models. In particular, models controlling for
"demand" Influences by assuming a dichotomous behavioral chapg only at the point of
battalion goal achievement ane probably not appropriate.

"8This expression can be viewed ue a first-order approximation to the redued-form
equation resulting from the maximization of welfare, subject to the supply constraint
(Dertousos, 1988), An alternative approach would be to derive the expression for low-
quality recruit., and the relationship between effort and relative production directly. For
example, we can specify' battalion welfaer as

U - El+ (H/QH)4 + 6i(L/QL)6'
where the paamgtser 6A, 69, and 63 represent the influence of changes In effort, high-
quality production relative to quota, and low-quality production relative to quota, Allow-

ig5tovery by month controls for changes In policies toward low-quality recruits.
%aiiigthis expreseion for battalion objectives provides estimable expressions (4)

and (6) hUS, We Calk identify pure supply ,offectoi, such as the bonus program, on the
number of high-quality enlistment contracts while controlling for changes in both the
level and diretion of recruiter effort.

IsThis flexibility Io introduced because moost significant changs in centralized recruit,
Ing policy Involve lower-quality categories. Such policies may include limitations on
uongraduates or the lowest AJQ'1 Scones.
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ters.,' For example, aa directly provides an estimate for -yi, thereby
making It possible to obtain the value for 72 the tradeoff parameter X,
and the vector of underlying supply coefficients of primary interest, P.
These supply coefficients represent the changes in high-quality enlist-
ments that result from changes in supply variables, such as the
bonuses, holding effort and the number of low-quality recruits con-
stant.

"By specib~ing the underlying et*ricture of supressian (4), nonlineas computational
techniques yield direct estimate. of relomt ooafflclenta ,, 'Yj, A. and A.
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V. RESULTS

MARKET EXPANSION EFFECTS
To uaes, the effects of the bonus programs on the total number of

Army enlistment contracts, we estimated expressions (4) and (5)
jointly, in log-difference form, using a three-stage lout-squares moth-
odology. The coefficient estimates for expression (4), signifying pure
effects of bonuses and other supply factors, are reported in Table 10, as
are the key coefficients reflecting recruiter choices.

Effeocs of Bonuses and Other Supply Factors

The effects of the two now bonus programs, compared with the con-
trol program, are indicated by the first two coefficients in Table 10,
For convenience in interpretation, those coefficients may be converted
into corresponding percentage increases.' The results show that even
though the eligible skills covered less than 30 percent of recruits, the C
Coll program had the potential to Increase total high-quality Army
enlistments by 8 percent. This point estimate is statistically different
from zero at the .05 level, Not surprisingly, the B Cell coefficient was
somewhat lower, corresponding to a 4.1 percent expansion effect, which
is significant at the .10 level. Thus, we can conclude that if the control
program were replaced nationwide by one of the test programs-and no
change occurred in economic conditions, recruiting staff, Army
advertising, recruiting quotas, or recruiters' level and direction of
effort-the number of high-quality Army enlistments would increase
between 4 and 5 percent.'

It is important to emphasize that the bonus market expansion
effects were achieved by a program limited to a fairly small group of

IFor small coefficient values (e.g, cia than .10), the coefficient is very close to the
correepondins change ctorl for example, the C Cell coefficient of .049 corresponds to an
increase of 5.0 percent. Strictly speaking, the converion resta on the observation that,
for any dummy variable coefficient estimate a, an expected percentage increan Is exp(o -
,NV(o)), where V(c) Is the estimated variance. Bee Kennedy (1981),

WAithough these increases may seem modest, note that in the context of total compen-
eatton, the bonus changes are themselves rether small. In 1953, annual basic military
"compensation for a newly trained recruit (p ade 8-3), including pay, quarters, and sub-
.itenoe allowances, wee about $12,400, At a discount rate of 10 to 20 percent, the
present discounted value for a four-year enlistment would be between $88,000 ana
,48,.000, Thus the B Cell bonus Increase, for example, represmnts about a 7 percent
increase in basic compensation,
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Table 10
COEFFICIENTS: MODEL OF HIOH-QUALITY ENLISTMENT

CONTRACTS

Standard
variable co~effcient Error t

Bonus programs
B C411 (1180000) 10400 .0238 1.67
C Cell ("W 11114000) .0490 A2936 2.00

Uneinploymunt rtwe .9424 .0471 16.80
Civilian wells rate - .6468 .3498 -18?7
Number of recruiters .8971 .0867 6.78
National advertising 0oW .0134 4.31

Local advertising .0127 .0D85 I."8
(dollar)

'nj (HQ quotai -92762 .0494 -8.89
yas (LQ quota) .0491 .0376 1.81
A (tradeoff) -4.0900 .0626 _-5617

NOTE: The coefficient estimates refer to the underlying strud2
tural parameters In expreulan (4) of the text,

critical skills.8 Presumably the bonus impact would be greater If more
skills were included, because some people who would not enlist In a
combat @kill for a bonus would enlist in another skill If the same bonus
wore offered. That In, the two groups of skills may not be "perfect sub-

*stitutes" in the *yes of prospects. However, given current data, we
cannot predict the precise effect of expanding eligibility to other skills.

The other supply factors in Table 10, economic variables and mea-
sure* of recruiting and advertising resources, were Included primarily as
controls to make our estimates of the bonus effect more precise. How-
o ver, the results hold some Interest In their own right. All of these
variables hae" estimates consistent with theoretical expectations and
similar to resulta obtained in previous research. The unemployment
rate has a positive and significant effect on high-quality enlistments,

*with an elasticity of .94. The civilian wage elasticity Is estimated to be
5Our definition of market expansion reflects the total Increase In higii-quality enlist.

meat& attributable to individuals' decisions to enter the Army, regardes of which skIll
they enter. We do not attempt to estimite an Nexpanalon* effect within the eligible

sklsonly, because doing so would requlre sassumptions we are reluctant to makle Caw
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negative (appropriately, since an increase in the civilian wage rate rela-
tive to the military rate should lead to fewer enlistments), although the
coefficient is not significontiy different from either zrow or one at the
.08 level. 4 por recriter,, the estimated elasticity Is almost .80, more
then six times its standard error. Similarly, both the national and
local advertising variables have positive coefficients that are significant
at the .05 level.

Recruiter Behavior and ENlistment Supply Tradeoffe
The coefficenta for the quota and tradeoff parameters highlight the

importance of controlling for recruiter behavior. These result. confirm
that the recruiter's reponse to supply changes can significantly alter
enlistment outcomes and, conseqently, affect estimates, of the bonus
expansion effect. For example, the estimate of the tradeoff paramester
% , wu -.809, with a standard, error of about .083. This result Implies a
tradeoff of about 3.0/1. That Is, recruiting high-quality people Is
between three and four times as difficult as recruiting lower-quality
people.5 Therefore, if recruiters face inaufficient Incentives or rewards
to purovs high-quality prospecta, they can substitute low-quality, as
described in Sec. IV. By Including the high- versus low-quality tradeoff
in the analysis, we have controlled for this possibility; out estimates of
the "pure" enlistment supply parameters hold constant the number of
low-quality recruits.

The estimated values for yj and -yg indicate that levels of recruiter
effort can also vary significantly. The value" for 'yj and 'y2 aref the
respective elasticities of effort with respect to the enlistment contract
production ratios--enlistment. divided by quotas-for high- and low-
quality enlistments. The relative magnitudes and significance of these
coefficients suggest that high-quality enlistments are the primary

4The lack of precision may stem from the limited dispersion of year-to-year changes
In civilian wages facing recruits In different marikets, Also, log-difference models could
very well agravate problems associated with measurement error in some of the euppb,
voarislse Ai fact, reverse regressons for the difference model Indicated that the
recrultot and wae# elasaticities may be bWase downward in comparison with estimations
hased on untransformed observations. See Learner (1970). For estimating the effect. of
the bonus program, however, the differenoed data are more appropriate,

S1ince a 10 percent decline in low-quality contracts results In a 3.09 percent increase
in high-qttality, contracts, the elasticity estimate can he evaluated using the mean values
of the two 'iontract variables (78.9 and 1,.0, respectively, as shown in App A), yIelding

~~ the calculation (.10)(78A,,)c(,do)(71.0)] a 3.G. This tradeoff estimate I'm rmemrkably
consistent with those reported earlier (Dertousos, 19M8). Trho fact that virtually identical

P0 results are obtained despite using a log-difference formutation Is convIncIng testimony
that the underlying theoretical model is fundamentally sound (Plowesr, Bchwstt and
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motivating factor determining recruiter behavior.4 For high quality, the
elasticity Is about -,28, suggesting that a 10 percent Increase In enlist-
ment supply will result in a 2.8 percent declino in the index of
retcruiters' effort, if all other factors remain constant. As a result, a 10
percent rime in supply would shift up the actual tradeoff curve by only
72 percent of the potential supply increase (m Fig. 3 of Bec, IV),
uniona quotas are simultaneously raised by the same magnitude, 7 The
model used in our mnalysis controls for this phenomenon, in the sense
that the effect& of the supply variables are estimated assuming that the
level of recruiter effort remains constant.

Cast* of Achieving Market Expansion: Bonuses versus
Other Policies

These results can be used to make pseliminary estimates of the costs
of achieving market expansion through bonuses and other policy
options. We caution that the following calculations do not consider all
possible effects. A full analysis of the costs and effects of alternative
recruiting policies Is beyond the scope of this report, and would require
considerably more information than we now have, Nonetheless, cer-
tain Implications of our data may ultimately be useful for a more gen-
eral analysis of comparative cost-effectiveness.9

We consider, first, the marginal cost of obtaining additional recruits
through expanding enlistment bonuses, The B Cell result indicates
that the Army could achieve a 4 peroent market expansion effect by
Increasing the bonus from $5000 to $11000. Trhat 4 percent effect
means that the average MEPS can potentially add about 2.8 rerults.'

'This emnpirical result is consistent with the formal structure of the recruiting reward
system, For a detailed description of this program, asee Dertousoo (IOU6).

7We caution that the sffort-cquotu relationship should not In expected to hold under
all circumstances, It taken literally, the estimated elasticity of effort Implies that effort
will always be Increased aso a function of r4uotas. Over the range of enlistment/quote
ratios actually observed during the bonus test period. this interpretation appears to be
correct. (We allowed for further noniinsavitivi by estimating different elasticities for
battallorsi undet their mission, but the Implied relationehip between effort and
production/quota ratios wae not statistically dietinguisheble under different oil.
cumstancee,) This Ie a simplificationi, however, and doese not imply that the Army could
dramaticaliy Increase recruiter effort by significantly raising goals, Faced with an
estremely low probability of successfully meeting missions, recruiters might become
overworked, discouraged, and actually reduce effort.

'The ptobiems of coot analysis are discussed further in App. B, including the reaseons
why the Department of Defense needs more Information before drawing firm conclusions
about the comparative cost. and effects of recruiting pulicy options,

Vlarger bonus incresee the number of recruit& by 9.8 IN0 x 71), and the total numbherof
high-quality recruit& under the new bonus Is 73.6.
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However, under the now program the Army must pay 'rn extra $3000 to
all recruits who enfter the eligible skills for four yoars, not 3usat to tho
"newly attracted" recruit. 'rhe tota.a cost of the additionalI payments is
about $46,500, which works out to about $16.0W( per new high-quality
recruit.10

Similar calculations can be made for recruiters and advertising-
provided, again, that we consider only the affect on numbers of
recruits. Evaluated at the average number of recruiters per MEPS (se
App. A), the recruiter elasticity In Table 10 Implies that about 1IS new
recruiters ane required for each high-quality enlistment, If we futrther
assume that a recruiter costs about $8000 monthly (Armor et &L., 1982),
then it would cost about $8400M to obtain an additional high-quality
recruit by increasing the recruiting staff,

Of course, this calculation ignores recruiter training costs as well as
some very complicated issues concerning the role of "opportunity" costs
rather than direct budgetary costa. If, for example, a new recruiter,
due to Conpreasionolly imposed end-strength constraints, is obtained
by reducing Army, personnel in an alternative capacity, the appropriate
measure Is not the cost of compensation. Rather, the eqtivalent value
of the Nervices provided in the alternative capacity is more relevant.
Analyzing this more general costing Issue Is beyond the scope of this
study.

In the case of advertishig, the elasticities, tranplated into dollars
using the mean advertising levels per MIPS, imply that the marginal
cost of obtaining a high-quality recruit is about $80W uning national
advertising and about $8900 using local advertising."1

These calculations suggest 'that although enlistment bonuses
increase, the number of high-quality recruits, they may not be as cost.
effective as increases in recruiting staff or advertising, for market
expansion purposes. However, we do not know If recruiters or
advertising would be as cost-effective for tilling critical skills or
increasing terms of enlistment. As we shall see below, bonuses have
Iarp afftet on skill channeling and terms of service. Unfortunately,
we lack a practical method of costing auuch out-comes, and In the case of

10D)urint the tas%. about 21 poerent of all high-quality teoruits entered test-olisible
skilstotfor.,w erm. husth $800In extra b.inuess must bepaid 155I recruits

(73,11 x All, at a total cost of 114011,00. This calculation, of course, Ignores the possibility
of skill chvsllneiing which would drive the cost higher.

"UAlthough these estimastes ane Illustrative, we are aware of a number or souroed of
:j rtor that may effect Chem. As noted above, they may Wbe hisut by the differmncing

approah because or measurement error, for this reason, thay should be regar4ded as
~~ ~ conserviativly high estimates of the 9ulstlye costa. In addition, the simple thsavcteries.

tilon of advertiains's role Iporse several Important comiplexities, Including nonlinsartites.
thesaholds, And laned offcts.

'if
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recruiters and advertising, we lack credible experimental data on the
magnitude of the effects.', Therefore, we cannot assess the full range of
cotts associatod with the various options, and the overall coot-
effectiveness of bonuses remains unclear.

Comparing Bonuses and Educational Benefits

The above comparisons do not consider educational benefits. The
bonus teat Itself does not provide evidence about the effects of such
benefits, lims i they were held constant nationwide throughout the
period. In principle, of course, the bonus experiment results could bi
compared with those of the earlier educational benefits test, which
found a 9 percent market expansion effect for the Army College Fund
(Fernandes, 1982), Nevertheless, we caution against making a direct
comparison between the two test results, because the two programs
may have very different costs,

The possible differences between the two programs can be Illustrated
by their nominal values. During the bonus test period, all people In
skills eligible for the new bonuses were also eligible for the special
enhanced benefits of the Army College Fund, At that time, an Army
member who contributed $2700 to the fund could eventually accumu-
late a benefit value of $20,100, to be used for education after leaving
the service. However, that nominal value is related only indirectly to
the government's cost, Determining the true cost is very difficult
because we cannot reliably project how many recruits will eventually
use the benefits, or when they will do so. Moreover, educational bene-
fits, unlike bonuses, may provide an Incentive for people to leave the
service, thus exerting a negative effect on retention. The Army College
Fund has not boon In place long enough for us to observe these possi-
ble effects or their impact on costs. This situation should soon be
improved as more information becomes available from cohorts that
entered service during the earlier test, In the meantime, however, we
cannot compare the effects found in the bonus and educational benefits
tests without making cost assumptions that are difficult to justifyt'

"Disregarding these effects could distort the total cost estimates. For example, it is
plausible that incersuins the edvirtising budget by, say, 20 percent, could bring in more
recruit*, but the now recruit. being lose ntronly committed to military srlvice than
those who currently onluet, wmuld tend to slgn contracts for shorter terms. They might
also tend to avoid the combat skills. Rwouso of these possibilities, a complete analysis
should includ assessment of the range of' offe•t that bonus*s achieve, not just an asses.
mont of effects on total enlistments,

"bel App. 8 for s discussion of the uncertainties in costing hoth types of programs.
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BONUS EFFECTS ON SKILL AND TERM OF
SERVICE CHOICES

Up to now we have considered empirical results~ for the first stage of
the enlistment orocems, examining what ib often called the "market
expansion" effect. We now turn to the second and third stages of the
enlistment decision process, as depicted in Fig, 2: selecting a skill and
choosing a term of cervice.

Analysis Method
To examine skill choices, we add to the previous system one equa-

tion that represents high-quality enlistments in eligible skills as a func-
tion of the total number of high-quality enlistments, the test cell indi-
cators, and dummy variables for monthly variations:

lr'g(HE) - wo + w1log(H) + wsS + warM()

where, H3 Is the number of high-quality enlistments in test-eligible
skills,

H is the number of high-quality enlistments in the Army,
B Is a vector of Indicators for the cells (two components, one for

the B Cell and one for the C Cell),
M It a vector of indicators for month.,
Woo and w, are scalar coefficients, and
wg and we are vectors of coefficients.

To cxamilne term choices, we add equations for four-year and three-
year terms of enlistment within eligible skill.. Each equation (for the
Atn year) has the form,:14

log(Hu,) - 4,o +i 01log(He) + #.2B + OaM (7)

where Hg31 is the number of high-quality enlistments for i years in
test-eligible skills (I - 4, 3),

He is the number of high-quality enlistments itr test-eligible
skills,

B is a vector of Indicators for the bonus cells (two component.),
M is a vector of indicators for montk.s,
Oo and 0, are scalar coefficients, and
O9 and 03 are vectors of coefficient.' 85

"~Because of the larop number of sorc monthly enlistment counts for two-year termsIn man~y MUPS areas, we estimated the wtar of enlistment equations using datea sgr-
gated to quarters,

'S '' '5Vettain quantities of interest ore completely determilned by this system and can be
obtained by subtraction, In particular, the number of high-quality enlistments in nonali.
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We further restricted the coefficients on H and HE (w, and 4,1) to be
unity. This makes, for example, Eq. (6) equivalent to a model
representing the proportion of high-quality enlistees who enter test-
eligible skills."6 Thus, a given test cell's coefficient in that equation
represents the effect of the bonus program on the proportion of enlist-
ments into test-eligible skills, holding constant the number of high-
quality enlistees who entered the Army. A similar interpretation
applies to the test cell coefficients in the term of service equations,
except that the latter equations hold constant the number of high-
quality "cruits entering eligible skills. 7

Coefficients and Relative Increases in Enlistments

Table 11 displays the test cell coefficients obtained by estimating
the preceding models. The first panel shows the results from Eq. (6),
estimating high-quality enlistments in test-eligible skills while control-
ling for the total number of high-quality recruits entering the Army.
The second and third panels show results from Eq, (7), estimating
high-quality enlistments for four-year and three-year terms within the
eligible skills, These coefficients represent strikingly large effects, The
estimated B and C Cell effects on test-eligible skills, for example, are
six to seven times as large as the market expansion coefficients we
found earl-er. Moreover, in every case hut one (excluding the C Cell,
four-year term coefficient of .0042), the coefficients are many times
their standard errors, meaning that the estimates are relatively precise
and ae statistically significant far beyond the conventional levels.

Let us consider the skill channeling effects first, When converted
into relative percentage increases, the results Imply that the bonus test
increased enlistments by about 31 percent in the B Cell and 41 percent
in the C Cell, after controlling for changes in the number of total Army
high-quality enlistments, These large increases were accompanied by
substantial reductions in high-quality enlistments in the nonellgible

gible skills can be represented as HN - H - H1%; and the number of high-quality enlist-
ments for two years In eligible skills can be represented as H11,2 - H- H6,4 .. Hm,.,

16This reetriction also simplifies the calculation of total effects that combine the
effects of market expansion, skill channeling, and term of service choices (to be discussed
below). The restriction made little difference in the estimates because the coefficients
generally took on values cloas to unity when estimated without restriction,

"17Note that the above equations define skill channeling in e very specific way: It is
the change in the probability that. on avecage, any individual will choose a test-eligible
skill, conditional upon his Joining the Army. We do not attempt to isolate the extent of
skill channelln among recruits who would have joined the Army in the absence of the
test program. This Is because we are reluctant to make assumptions about the skill
choices of new recruits who were attractsd to the Army by the bonus program (ws the
discussion in App. C).
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Table 11

COEFFICIENTS: MODELS OF CONTRACTS BY SKILL GROUP
AND TERM OF SERVICE

Bonus Standard
Equation Program Coefficient Error t

Test-eligible skills B Coll .2755 .0306 8.99
Test-eligIble skills C Coll .3472 .0306 11.84

Four-year term in test- B Cell .1420 .0212 6.71
eligible skills

Four-year term in teit- C Cell .0042 .0212 0.20
eligible skills

Three.year term in test. B Coll -13359 .1028 -3.27
eligible skills

Three-yoar term in test- C Coll .6282 .1028 6.11
eligible skills

skills; on the average over the two-year test period, the model indicates
that noneligible skill enlistments declined by 9.0 percent in the B Cell
and by 12.3 percent In the C Cell.'8 Although the market expansion
effect contributed to the increase in eligible skills, clearly cross-skill
movements were a larger factor, Thus, many people who would have
joined the Army in noneligible skills without the test programs chose
to move into the test-eligible skills because of the enhanced bonuses
offered.

The second and third panels of Table 11 indicate equally impressive
changes in term of service choices. As expected, the B Cell program
increased four-year enlistments in eligible skills (coefficient - .1420),
and reduced three-year enlistments (coefficient - -. 3359). Also as
expected, the C Cell program, which offered a new bonus for a three-
year enlistment, led to a large upturn in three-year enlistments (coeffi-
cient - .62A2). Although some feared that the program could "canni-
balize" four-year contracts by converting them into throe-year con-
tracts, the analysis indicates that was not a problem- the coefficient for

18Durlng the relevant period, about 28 percent of high-quality enlistmontuý were in
test-eligible specialties. Thus, a large percentage increase in eligible skills can be gen.
*rated by a much smaller reduction in noneligible skills. 4
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the C Cell effect on four-year enlistments is virtually zero.19 This sug-
peats that after controlling for market expan~sion and skill channeling
effects, the C Cell program produced no net change in tCie proportion
of hig'i-quaiity recruits who signed up for four years in eligible special-
ties. instead, the program's main effect on term of service choices was
to persuade recruits who otherwise would have signed up for two years
to sign for three years.

The changes discussed above are converted into relative percentage
increases in the top panel of Table 12. Thus, the C Cell is estimated to
increase high-quality three-year miliutments by 87.4 percent over the
level in the A Cell- almost doubling the A Cell level. Note that these
are appropriately termed "not effects" because they control for other
bonus effects that are estimated by the multi-equoktion model. That. 6s,

Table 12
NET AND COMPOSITE EFFECTS OF BONUS PROW AMS

(Percentage increases)

EatHated Effect'

B Cell C Cell
Typ, of Effect Dependent Variable Program Program

Not
Market expansion HQ contracts (all skills) 4.1 8.0
Skill channeling HQ contracts in

teot-eligible skills 31.7 41.5
Torm of service HQ contracts for four years

in ta.t-eigigble skills 18.8 0.4
Teom of service HQ contracts for three years

in teet-oeiglble skills - 28.8 87.4

COmposIte
Skill channeling HQ contracts In

test-eligilbi skilln 37.1 48.6
Term of service HQ contracts for four years

In teot-eligible skills 58.0 49.2
Term of service HQ contracts for three year.

in toot-eligible skills -2.0 1178.8
aEatiznated effect given as percentage increase relative to control.

"1 Amprentiy, any movement from four-year to three-year terms was offset by other
movements (e.g,, from two-year to four-year tearms.
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the percentage increases estimated for skill channeling are "net" of the
market expansion effect, and the increases estimated for term of eer-
vice choices are "net" of the market expansion and skill chauneling
effects.

TOTAL EFFECTS

The net effects are useful for analytic purposes, since they partition
the various sources of changes in any category of enlistments. For
some policy planning purposes, however, it is useful to combine them
Into total effects. For instance, suppose we were contemplating a shift
from the control program to the B Cell program, and we were
interested in predicting the resulting number of four-year contracts in
test-eligible skills. That number would differ from the A Cell quantity
as a consequence of three net effects:

1. Market expansion: A 4.1 percent increase in Army high-
quality contracts.

2, Skill channeling, A 31.7 increase in test-eligible skill contract.
3, Term of service: A 15.3 percent increase in four-year terms.

These three effects may be combined, given the structure of the model,
as follows: 0o

Total effect - (1,041)(1.317)(1.153) - 1.580

where each multiplicative factor corresponds to a percentage increase
for a net effect,

Similar calculations lead to the results in the lower panel of Table
12. Note the dramatic changes In anch category that bonuses are
intended to help fill. In every such case, the tested honuo programs
produced increases of at least 37 percent, and in the case of the C Cell
effect on three-year terms, the results were startling: an increase of
178 percent, that is, 2.78 times the initial level of enlistments.

.B0cause of the restrictions imposed on the coeffcientA for H and HI in Eqs, (6) and
(7), respectively, the total effect of a test cell, considering no' effects at eauh of the thris
ste•s, can be estimated by simply multiplying relative Increase factors correspovding to
each Ptaes. This can readily be seen by suetituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7) and taking the

. .,;s partial dorivative of HS.j with respect to a test cell hidlcator,
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MAN-YEAR PROJECTIONS

The model estimates can be combined to project the actual numbers
of enlistments that would be observed, by skill and term of service, if
certain bonus policies were altered. Table 13 shows results of one such
projection, which contains an important observation about the effects
of bonus programs on total man-years available to the Army. It asks
the question: What would happen to the distribution of pmrsonnal and
to the total number of mali-yenre obligated by recruits if we shifted
nationwide from the control program to one of the test prtograms?

The base case data were projected from results in the A Cell during
the most recent period for which we have relevant data, the final year
of the bonus test (July 1983 through June 1984).21 Projections for the

Table 13
PROJECOTED MAN-YEAR CHANGES3 FOR BONU'3 PROGRAMS

Projection Assuming Natiokiwids
Jmplamentatian of Program

A Caell B Cell 0 Coll
Item Program Program Program

High-qawMiiy contracts in
test4Ulgibl. ahili.

Four years (percent of total) 71.4 8218 71.7
Three years (percent of total) 10.4 7.4 19.13
Two years (percent of total) 18.2 10.3 8.9
Total contracts (number) 11,801 18.919 20,810
Obligated man-years 48,746 70,8s8 74,432

Highjqualit contracts in
n411wU116140 s

Four years (percent of total) 40.2 87.9 42.6
Three yeavs (percent of total) 42.1 48.2 48.4
Two eAm, (percent of towa) A7.7 17.0 14.0
Total contracts 42,488 89,600 88,b82
Obligatad man-years 180,863 126,607 126,693

Total high-quality contracte,
all skills 86,239 88,582 89,062

Total obligated man-years 18i6AN 106,992 201,125 do'
Percentage change in man-years,

relative to A Cell program 6.1 8.4

I9The figures in the A Cell column were estimated by dividing them observed enlist-
ment counts for the A Cell during that period by .7 to adjust for the alse of the A Cell
(70 percent of the U.S. population).
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B and C Cell programs were made using the total effect estimates and
equations derived above, applied to the figures in the A Cell column.

A preliminary observation may be made from inspecting the percen-
"tage distributions by term of service. Under the B Cell program, the
projection indicates a proportionate increase in four-year contracts and
corresponding reductions In three-year and two-year con~tracts; under
the C Cell, it shows the large growth in three-year contracts at the
expense of two-year ones. This implies that the bonus programs pro.
duced large increments in the number of man-years obligated to the
test-eligiblo skills-from 48,746 under the A Cell to 74,432 under the C
Cell program. However, there is ýhs possibility that these increases
came about merely at the expense of the other skills. For example,
some of the C Cell recruits signing up for three years in eligible skills
might have signed for four years in other skills if the control plan had
been in force.

To address that issue, we need to consider the noneligible specialties
as well. Table 13 shows that under this projection the term of service
distribution for noneligible skills is only slightly altered by shifting to
the test programs. Under the C Cell plan, for example, the proportion
of noneligible skill recruits choosing a four.year term remains about
the same as It was before. The result, when all factors are considered
together, is a total Army increase In obligated man-years. This projec-
tion estimates that under the B Cell program, the Army would obtain
6.1 percent more man-years than under the control plan. Under the C
Cell program the increase would be 8.4 percent.

These percentage increases are larger than the market expansion
effects for recruits because the toot bonus programs did more than
attract new people to the Army; they also persuaded some recruits who
would have enlisted anyway to enlist for longer tomem, The combined
effect raised the number of obligated man-years by more than the
market expansion effect alone. In addition, the Army obtained the
benefit of shifting people from noneligible skills into test-eligible skills,
which have chronically been difficult to fill,

44.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The continued viability os the armed forest depends on sufficient
numbers of high-quality recruits flowing smoothly Into critical occupa-
tional specialties. Managing that flow requires an appropriate volume,
allocation, and timing of enlistments. The experimental outcomes
described in this report demonstrate that enlistment bonuses can be au
effective policy option for efficiently managing the recruiting process.
In both the B Cell and C Cell programs, cash bonusee were extremely
effective at channeling high-quality Individuals into occupations, pri-
marily the combat arms, that have traditionally been the most difficult
to fill. We have seen that high-quality contracts In the test-eligible
skills rose sharply, by 81.7 and 41.5 percent In the B and C Cells
respectively, even after controlling for other effects.

Furthermore, the results demonstrate that bonus policy can signifi-
cantly affect the number of individuals willing to make longer-term
commitments to military service, The B Cell program Increased the
proportion of enlistees committing to four-year terms by 18 percent,
after controlling for the program's other effects, And the C Coll plan
increasod three-year enlistments by an impressive 87 percent, without
reducing the number of recruits who committed for four years, A
major factor contributing to theo results was the bonuses' ability to
move people from two-year commitments to three- and four-year obli-
gations,

In addition, a bonus program targeted at hard-to-fill occupations can
have a modest "market expansion" effect, increasing the total number
of high-quality recruits. Market expansion In a complex phenomenon,
driven by numerous exopnous supply factors such as economic condi-
tions, recruiter strength, and advertising, as well as by the incentives
and misions given to recruiters, Our analysis, controlling for all of
these factors, indicates that if recruiters are managed with appropriate
incentives, the B and C Cell programs can increase the number of
high-quality Army enlistees by 4 and 5 percent, respectively,

The market expansion results are magnified when viewed in con.
junction with the bonuses' simultaneous effects on term of service
choices, Because the expanded bonuses both brought more people in
and lengthened their average term of commitment, they increased total
obligated man-years by 8 percent In the B Coll and 8 percent in the C

I , " Coel, Considering that only 21 percent of all high-quality enlistees
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received these bonuses, these increases are impressive and consistent
with the range of pay elasticities reported in previous research.

On the other hand, when converted to a per unit cost basis, crude
calculations suggest that the marginal cost of attracting an additional
high-quality recruit via bonuses, about $16,000, may be high relative to
alternative expenditures, such as local and national advertising or
recruiting staff. However, such comparisons are extremely complex,
and to make them properly would require information that is not now
available, For example, appropriate cost comparisons for bonuses
should consider the subsequent performance, attrition, and reenlist-
ment behavior of recruits attracted by bonuses, as well as the added
costs for other benefits that must be paid to enlistees channeled into
bonus-eligible occupations; comparisons involving recruiters should
consider the full life-cycle expenses of recruiters and opportunity costs
of personnel removed from other duties to conduct recruiting, ' These
important but difficult cost Issues deserve priority in future enlistment
supply research.

Of all the alternative policy options available, bonuses are the most
flexible. Without altering the fundamental structure or level of mili-
tary compensation, bonuses can be swiftly changed in response to criti-
cal shortfalls in particular personnel categories, This high dopes of
flexibility, combined with the dramatic impact of bonuses on occupa-
tion and term of service choices, make enlistment bonuses a useful
option for short-term management of enlistment flows and for target-
Ing Incentives toward particular subgroups.

'On App. B for a brief discuesion of the challenges In cowlins such effects.
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Appendix A

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES

Table A.1 definse the variables used in balancing the experiment.
Table A.2 liste the Military Occupational Specialties eligible for the
experimental benefits. Table A.3 shows the mean, and standard devia-
tions for variables used in the analysis.

Table A.1
BONUS TEST BALANCING VARIABLES

Variable Nams Definition

11 Enlistment rate Number of Army high-quality malm enlistments
In October-1ebruary FY 1989, ais apercentage or
high-quality minal 17-91 who art "qualifled.

9, Unemployment rate UnmlymnIaeofw orkers 10 and oider.
January-December 1981, in percentage

3. We rateRatio of civilian to military wage rate
(hourly wage rate for manufacturing production
workers divided by hourly rate of busic
military pay, January-December 1981)

4. Nigh-quslity Number of high-quality QMA males 17-21, as a
concentration percentage of total male population 17-91

5. Percent nonwhite Number of nonwhite males 17-21, assa percentage
of total male population 17-21

6. Recruiter density Number of Army production recruiters, January.
June 1981, per thousand QMA malese 17-21

7. Army mission Number of Army high-quality nouprior service
males to be recruited In October-March FY 1982,
as a percentage of number of high-quality QMA
Miklos 17-21 In the population

6. Eastern region IndicaIL4r varimble for Census Eastern region

9. Southern region Indicator variable for Census Southern region

10. Woetertn region Indicator variable for Census Western region

1\.
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Table A.2

T38T-BUGIBLX OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTIES

05H ,............, Simnal/InteIligeraoe
lix *............... Infantry
1311, 18M, 15F ....... field Artillery
15B . .. ý. ... I..... I Pershing Missile Crew
19A .............. Annor

Table A.3
MEANS AND) STANDARD DEVIATIONS4 0f ANALYSIS VARIABLES

Standard
Variable Name means Deviation

Nu-mber of htigh-quaity contracts 71.0 49,3
Numbur of high'quaiity contracta in 20.2 isle

eligible skills
Number of low-quaiity contracts 78,9 88.5
Ujnemployment rat~e (Pevwnt) slab 2.80
Civilian wage rats (dollars per hour) 8862 1.19
Number of production recruiters 7316 48,8
Nbtionai advertising expenditures ($0O0) 24.0 2,11
Local advertising expenditures ($MO) 113 811
High-quaiity quota 64.0 4415
Low.quality quota 71,5 49.8

'Basedl on 2870 observations (66 M8PS areak, each masured during
36 months).
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Appendix B

A NOTE ON COSTS

The enlistment bonus experiment warn set up to estimate the effelo
of various bonus programs, not to provide a fall framework for oampar-
ing bonuses with other policy alternatives. Nevertheless, any discus-
elan of program effects Inevitably leads to calculations of the associated
costs, and to assessments of alternative policies that might accomplish
the same end. These issues arise in a number of places in the text.

We are not in a position to emus the full cost of the bonuses tested
in the experiment, or to make a complete comparison of the coast.
effoctiveness of bonuses with other recruiting resource orapenditures.
We can, however, asessu some of the coasts and Identify some Important
other cost element. that should be considered In future comparative
analyses. A basic principle of such an analysis should be to Include all
significant costa of the program, and all effects that are likely to
impose significant cost. in the future, For example, If a program solves
Immediate recruiting shortfalls while committing the Department of
Defense to large future training cost., It may not be a bargain.

That principle makes It difficult to prepare total program cost esti-
mates with the data available. For example, although we discuss the
marginal cost of obtaining a recruit In the market expansion part of
Se. V, we point out there that the bonus test programs also accom-
plishod other ends: they moved people from noneligible to test-eligible
(shortep) skills, and they increased recruits' obligated ternns of service.
Presumably the Department of Defense and the Army place a high
value on filling shortage skills, but we have no way of quantifying that
value for a cost amialysie. The term of service issue Is more tractable,
but even there complications arise. For Instance, from Table 13 one
can easily calculate that the cash bonuses paid to recruits in eligible
skills total about 11494, million under the A Cell projection, but they
total to $124.6 million under the B Coll and $133.6 million under the C
Cell plan.' If these wore the only qost changes, they would imply that
the x'ditional cost of an obligated man-year obtained through the

'Under the A ptogram. 1150 Is paid to each high.quality recruit enlisting for four
yeare In an elilible skill, Under the B program. the amount rise@ to IMe0. Under the C
program, each four-year contract igner searn an iS0Mc payment and each thr•e-yar
signer a $4M0 payment,
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bonus change is between $5000 and $7000. However, such a simple
cost comparison is not complete for several reasons.

First, the changes in man-year obligations are not all likely to be of
equal value to the Army. The third year of service, for instance, may
be loss valuable than the fourth year because of increasing productivity
over time, This chanp is also likely to vary substantially across indi-
vidual specialties; the value of an additional year of experience in the
combat-ams skills may not rise as steeply u an additional year in
electronics skills, particululy if it takes only four months to train the
former but more than one year to train the latter. Therefore, the value
of the additional man-years obtained through skill channeling (or term
of service shifts) may depend heavily on which occupational specialty is
losing and which Is gaining when bonus policy is changed,

Second, new recruits and new man-years pined by the bonus pay-
ment should be adjusted for possible attrition, Attrition could be
higher for people attracted by bonus payments than for others, if the
newly attracted recruits are lsse committed to the Army or more "mar.
ginal" because of their civilian opportunities, attitudes toward military
service, eta, Unfortunately, this poslble elevated attrition effect can-
not be determined from our data,

Third, and perhaps most important, movements of recruits ac es
occupational specialties may represent additional costs or savings for
the government, because they change the amount paid for other incen.
tives, Some of the recruits moving into eligible skills, for example, may
be leaving skills that pay a $8000 bonusi hence the government saves
that amount. Such movements may also have unanticipated future
effects, e.g., Increasing the stock of more junior personnoi in a skill and
therefore redoing its reenlistment bonus requirements. Or, the bonus
may move some people from skills that do not offer the Army College
Fund into skills that are eligible for both the bonus and the Fund.
Tracing these movements across individual skills Is beyond the scope
of this study. Yet the costs could be high, particularly if the changes
are linked to educational benefits (Congresional Budget Office, 1982).

As we have noted in the text, educational benefits are difficult to
cost accurately because the expenditures are far in the future, the bene.
fits will be used by an unknown fraction of recruits, and the appropri.
ate discount rate Is uncertain, Further, an educational benefit, which
pays for a person's civilian postservice education, may represent an
Incentive for him to leave the service, thus depressing retention rates
"and causing inoreased recruiting and training costs to counter the
losses. At this time, the ultimate costs of the Army Collep Fund areAl• not known becauce few members of the cohorts receiving it have

S . :\,reached the point of drawing on their benefits, Because of these
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uncertainties, we have not attempted to cost the bonus changes in full.
- A complete and reliable estimate of the costs of changing the bonus

program would require more detailed analysis and more Information
than Is now available,
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Appendix C

DEFINITIONS OF SKILL CHANNELING AND
MARKET EXPANSION

It is important to be explicit about the meaning of "skill channeling"
and "market expansion" in our analysis. In effect, our definitions treat
the enlistment process as a series of steps: first the individual decides
whether to Join the service; then he decides on a skill; and then he
chooses a term of service. In our system, "market expansion" reflects
the total increase in the number of high-quality people entering the
Army, regardless of which skill they select. "Skill channeling" reflects
the change in the probabqity that any individual will choose a test-
eligible skill, conditional upon his joining the Army,

Alternative definitions could be applied if one attempted to focus
more precisely on marginal individuals (those who are newly attracted
to the Army by the test programs), as compared with "original" recruits
(those who would have enlisted under the control program), This can
only be done, however, by making assumptions about the skill choices
of new vs. original recruits, Suppose that we were willing to assume
that all recruits who were attracted by the bonus test program chose
eligible skills. Under that assumption, one could estimate a market
expansion effect for the elagible AkWU, and a skill channeling effect
within the original group of enlitees, Table C,1 exhibits some illustra-
tive hypothetical data for a typical MEPS, showing a distribution that
is broadly similar to the bonus test's actual outcome,

Let us Illustrate the alternative concepts heuristically using univari-
ate statistics (without regression modeling). Applying the definitions
of market expansion and skill channeling that are used in Sec. V to the
hypothethical data In Table C.1, we can conclude that the market
expansion effect for this MEPS was 5 percent (420/400), The skill
channeling effect was 52 percent (160/420 divided by 100/400). That
is, the total number of high-quality enlistees increased by 5 percent
and, given that an individual had enlisted, his probability of entering
an eligile skill increased by 52 percent,

Now, however, consider an alternative definition, under which we
assume that all 20 new people attracted to the Army by the bonus pro.

; Agram entered eligible skills. With this assumption we can calculate
J , that the market expansion effect of the bonus program increased

enlistments In the eligible skills by 20 percent (20 new entrants,
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Table C.1

HYPOTHETICAL DATA ILLUSTRATING MARKET EXPANSION
AND SKILL CHANNELING EFFECTS

Number of
High-Quality Enlistments

Control Test
Program Program

Eligible skills 100 160
Nonsligible Nkilla 300 260

Total 400 420

Effect definitions in leo. V
Market expansion - .05
Skill ohnneling - .82

Alternative definitions
Market axpankion for - .20

eligible skills
Skill channeling among - .40

original enlistees

divided by 100 original entrants), The 20 percent figure could be
treated as a "market expansion" effect for the eligible skills.

Further, because all 20 new enlistees entekvd eligible skills, one can
deduce the changes in saull choices among people who would have
enlisted under the control program, Under the test program, MflO peo-
pIe chose eligible skills; but we have just stipulated that 20 of those
were now entrants to the Army. The remaining 140 eligible-skill
enlietees must have come from the group of original recruits, With
this Information, one could define "skill channeling among criginal
enlistees" as 40 percent (140/100). In effect, such a definitional
scheme assumes that all new recruits are channeled into eligible skills,
and reserves the term "skill channeling" for the effect among original
recruits, Given the empirical results found in the bonus experiment,
the Sec. V market expansion effect would necessarily be smaller than
the "market expansion for eligible skills" defined here, In contrast, the
Sec. V skill channeling effect would be lariar than the "skill channel-
ing among original enlistees" defined here.

Selection of the appropriate definition depends largely on the plausi-
bility of the underlying assumptions. We did not adopt the alternative

A
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definition because it makes an assumption that we believe is too
strong. It was observed in the educational benefits experiment that
many individuals were attracted to military service by the availability
of a large educationai benefit, but that ultimately they entered skills
that did not offer the benefit (Fernandez, 1982). With that evidence,
we did not think it reasonable to make such a strong presumption in
tne bonus analysis.
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.~One of the principal challenges for defense
managers in recent years has been to
attract military recruits within a
reasonable level of recruiting expenditure.
thes .re rt describes the resualts of a

n~tinvf~ e eperiment designed ta provide
ne ata oan a key enlistment incentivet

the cash enlistment banns# which L: paid to
quialifieG recruits entering critical
occupational specialties. the reportth
documents the experimento expla~ns the

eff ecta o enlistment boniuses on the Army
recruiting process. It addresses three
principal offsets of the bonus program:
(1) ekttractlztg-*1higk-qmaLitywI-rocruia.ts into
the Army; 12) encouaraging enlistments in
har4-to-fill critical specialties; and (3)
1nglaeacing recruits to sign contracts for
longer terms of setwice. The experimental
results show that bonuses have substantial
effects on recruiting and are a very
flexible policy tool# making them a useful
option for manaqement of enlistment flown
and for overcoming personnel shortages in
critical skills. ~-~Ab~s
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